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PREFACE
This study is an effort to give an hi_storical perspective on
the Japanese living in the Puget Sound region up to 1940.
here in significant numbers only from about 1904.

They were

It is little

known that the first non-Indians to enter the Puget Sound region
were probably Japanese.

Certainly they made no indelible contributions

then as they 1ater would.

The first Japanese were shi pv1recked fish-

ermen who never wanted to come here but were pulled across the Pacific
by the Black Current.
The Japanese who finally came to America voluntarily were for
the large part fortune hunters eager to gain wealth and return to a
Japan little changed since the time of the ill-fated fishermen.
When the Japanese began to come in earnest they did so because wealthy
white Americans were desirous of cheap labor.

It must be noted

that the Japanese never came in such great numbers as the European
immigrants.
The early laborers found jobs waiting for them as members of
labor gangs working on railroads, in lumber mills, and in fish canneries.
Certainly there were a few students on the ships from Japan but their
numbers were minimal.

As the Japan~se laborers adapted to the American

customs many of them found this country and its ooportunities to their
liking and stayed here after fulfilling their contract, rather than
returning home as the Americans had expected them to do.

V

As they moved away from the control of the labor contractors
many entered into farming while others opened up small shops.
Around 1910, as the Japanese began to compete with the white Americans
for a livelihood, anti-Japanese prejudice began to grow.
As the years passed, the Issei Japanese had to make hard
decisions about whether or not they were going to stay in America.
Many chose to stay but those who did frequently felt the abuses of
prejudice aimed at them by whites.

The fact that their children

were growing up with American ideals received through the public
schools was little comfort to Issei already embittered by discrimination.

The Issei and Nisei increasingly found themselves at opposite sides

on matters of life philosophies and acceptance or rejection of their
economic status in the community.
The evacuation during World War II temporarily put an end to
any significant Japanese community in the Puget Sound region.

The

events experienced by the Japanese people who lived in the ~orthwest
and particularly in Seattle and its immediate Puget Sound environs, provide a perfect example in microcosm of the way in which the Japanese
fared on the West Coast until 1940.

CHAPTER I
HISTORICAL ORIGINS
A little over one hundred thirty five years ago the first
recorded landing of Japanese in the Northwest took place, when, in
1834, a Japanese Junk washed ashore near Cape Flattery. 1 In
1835 a fur trader named Ronald McDonald, trading with the Indians
in the Northwest, saw some obJects in the possession of the Indians
which he recognized as Oriental in origin.2 Upon questioning,
he learned that three men from a wreck blown up near Cape
Flattery were brought by Indians down to the vicinity of the Columbia
River.

McDonald found the three men and was able to deduce that they·

were Japanese fishermen who had strayed too far out into the ocean
and had been carried by the Black current to the Northwesto He
took them from the Indians and brought them to Fort Vancouver, where,
under Dr. John McLaughlin's care, they regained their health. They
were later taken to England and from there to China, where the record
ends. 3 t

:,

The likelihood of many other Japanese fishermen arriving unwillingly in the Northwest before this is great.

However, the Japanese

had reached the North American Continent long before Ronald McDonald
stumbled across his interesting discovery.

The first Japanese to

ever set foot on this continent did so in Mexico, during the early
1600 1 s as guests of the Spanish colonists. 4

2

In 1610 and 1613 two Japanese ambassadors were sent to
Acupu lco, Mexico, to study the feasabil ity of trade deve 1opment. The
opportunity of trade evidently was not attractive enough to the
Japanese. Japan was closed to all outsiders at the time, and
Japanese fear of foreigners sometimes approached the irrational.
They even suspected Roman Catholic priests of being political
agents.

In short, the desire to trade was outweighed by the fear

of foreign aggression and in 1636 the Mexican trade, such as it
was, stopped completely.5
As American ships plied their fur trade with China during the
l800's the freQuency of finding drifting Japanese fishing vessels in
trouble increased. 6 The best known rescue of such a vessel was
made by a whaling party in search of fresh water on an island in the
southern R_yukyus.

There a beached vessel was found with three of the

original crew of 17 men still alive. One of the survivors, a fifteen
year old boy, was named Nakahama ManJiro, later changed to John
ManJiro.

The three men were picked up on June 27, 1841, after six

months of solitude, by the ship John Howland, captained by a Mr.
Whitfield, of New Bedford, Massachuttess. 7
Captain Whitfield eventually took the fifteen year old
John ManJiro back home with him and educated him in the American
customs and language.

During the next ten years John ManJiro learned

everything about America that he could, and even participated in the
California gold rush as he began working his way home to Japan.
Shortly after his return to Japan, his governm~nt summoned him to

3

Yedo (now Tokyo) \·Jhere his knowledge of American wa_ys and
lan9uage helped the Japanese government to understand the meaning
of Perry's visit. 8 ManJiro, besides playing an important role in
Japanese-American relations, was the first Japanese to live in the
United States for any length of time.9'
Others were rescued, and some of these also made their mark
in the history books.

One was Hikozo Hamada, who in 1858, at the age
of 21 became the first Japanese to become an American citizen. 10
for the most part however, these rescued persons were sent back to
Japan and never heard of again8

It wasn't until the United States

began to seek islands in the Pacific that the ordinary Japanese
citizen began to be swept up into problems of American-~apanese
relations.
By 1860 the Americans, along with a few Germans and British,
had economic control of the Hawaiian Islands even though the islands
were still considered a monarchy. They needed men to work on the
growing sugarcane and pineapple plantations and the native Hawaiians
would not work as hard as the whites would have them. There was
nne source Quite close, seemingly the perfect source for manpower,
and it was Japan.
Japan had Just left the feudal era, an event marked by the
signing of the Charter Oath in 1868, whereby the Emperor had ordered
the end of many feudal practices and a form of self-government to
be instituted. 11 However, after centuries of a feudalistic style of
livirig;thegeneral populace of Japan was secure in its way of life, and

changes in the society simply could not be made as quickly as the
stroke of a pen.

4

Reauired to live at a subsistence level so that the

feudal knights, Qr•· samurai, might li_ve in relative luxury, the
lm1er classes had learned to stick together out of necessit.v.
Working together, the.v developed a code emphasizing mutual aid
and a return of services. To leave this way of life to work in
another country obviously concerned and frightened manv. 12 Bradford
Smith, in Americans from~. summarized these attitudes well
when he stated that:
The Japanese have never been good colonists, and have never
emigrated in numbers at all proportionate to the economic
pressure that might have been expected to blow them off their
narrow islands.
They had developed a high dependence on the group for the
existence of the individual. They woul1 prefer to act as
members of a group than as individuals. 3
With this heritage working against him, Eugene VanReed, an
American businessman acting as Hawaiian Consul General, had a difficult time trying to recruit Japanese laborers. Chinese brought in
earlier as laborers had quit and many were now economic competitorso
It was crucial to the plantation owners that Japanese be brought in. 14
Finally in 1868, after three years of negotiation with the· paternalistically protective government of Japan, VanReed was able to arrange
for passports and passage for 350 men. Civil war broke out and all
his passports were revoked.

Mr. VanReed sailed anyway with. half his:.re-

crufts on May 16, 1868. Technically then, one could say the first
Japanese emigrants brought to American controlled territory were

victims of kidnapping.

5

VanReed made one expensive error by recruiting field laborers
from city streets!

By 1873 only 90 out of the original 153 who

landed remained in Hawaii.

According to Smith these recruits weren't

exactly what one would have considered typical Japanese of that
time.
Of these men who stayed most were deviates from their
culture. They married non-Japanese and ended up Hawaiian.
It was left to later Japanese, wit~ women, to recreate the
Japanese culture in the new world. 5
The Japanese arriving in Hawaii did not, of course, enter America
but some of these plantation workers began skipping their three
year contracts and heading to the mainland.
The immigration onto mainland America officially began in
1866 when six immigrants arrived. 16 From that time on their number
slowly increased until Hawaii was annexed in 1898.

The number of

Japanese leaving Japan for the United States did not increase sharply
in 1898.

Since the number of Japanese entering the United States did

increase significantly, in 1898, it is evident that a great number
emigrated from Hawaii.17
An editorial from Harper's Weekly, May 26, 1860, was prophetic of future relations.
Independently of immediate commercial benefits, the establishment of friendly relations with the Japanese cannot fail to be of
marked advantage to our Pacific States. The state of Oregon and
the future state of Washington will necessarily become intimately
connected with their nearest neighbors over water. Of those
neighbors, Japan is the one best worth cultivating ... By and by
there will necessarily grow up an interchange not only of
commodities but of men between our Pacific States and the Empire
of Japan ... the Japanese will send out some of their people to
plant Japanese colonies in our territory. 18

6

The Japanese who headed for the United States were optimistic
individuals.

Perhaps some were seeking to escape the military conscrip-

tion, but most were seeking a wa.v to make mone.v and return as relatively
wealthy people. Despite the optimism of those who did venture out,
very few were willing to actuall.v leave the security of their own
culture.

Most were men who came purely for economic or educational

reasons.

Care.v Mcwilliams has written in PreJudice that "not one

in a thousand intended to remain.u a fact which helps to explain
their driving intensit.v and hard work. 19 Attracted by the opportunity
to gain knowledge of the new world, students were the first group of
any significance to leave Japan.

Some did domestic work in order to
support th~mselves while going to schoo1. 20 In 1871, the Japanese

government even sent a group of five young girls to American schools
on the East Coast. 21 Other students were often the sons of wealth_y
men or the sons of once proud samurai now seeking to gain a good
education to help support the famil.v. 22 About 500 Japanese students
up to the year 1926 had been supported largely by the Japanese
government, a few by wealthy relatives, and a few by themselves.

It

is presumed that the money for education was received by the students
through the Japanese Minister in Washington. 23
In 1870 there were 56 Japanese in the United States. By
1890 there were only 2,039.

Until 1898 fewer than 2,000 a year came. 24

Recruitment of Japanese laborers for Hawaiian plantation owners was
carri~d on after VanReed began recruiting in 1865.

In 1882 the anti-

Chi r.ese movement in the United States fi na 11.v found the power to legally

7

exclude any more Chinese from the mainland. But one must realize
that the Japanese did not 'step in' when the Chinese Exclusion Act
was passed.

In fact, it wasn't until 1905-1910 that the employment

of Japanese in jobs where Chinese had been formerly employed was
of any great numerical significance. The Chinese had lost
si~mificance in most of their traditional areas of employment b_y
1900 and a gap existed between the two groups fil 1ed mostly b_y
whatever migrant groups were dominant at the time; eg., Filipinos,
Mexicans, and Koreans.

The chart-on page eight.showing the numbers of

Chinese versus the numbers of Japanese should make this clear.
This limited emigration to the United States was in retrospect
quite natural. The government, as stated earlier, was extremely
conservative and paternalistic and centuries of isolation had
created a definite passive state of mind in the average Japanese.

Con-

sequently few rushed at a chance to come to this country. Only those
who desired to secure an education were encouraqed
. to qo
. abroad by.
the government, which was positively opposed to permitting laborers
to emigrate.

Relatively large scale labor emigration wasn't allowed

until after 1884 when Hawaiian sugarcane planters pushed hard for
more workers. 26 Their reasons were of course purely economical. The
Japanese were the cheapest to buy:

$65.85 upon arrival vs. Chinese

at $76.83 and Portuguese at $112.00. Also the Japanese women were
vdlling to work and the more new arrivals the lower the price of
labm~. 27

Even with Hawaii recruiting for labor it was the policy of the
,Japanese

government "to discourage the departure of the laboring

c1asses for the United States mainland. 1128 It was a sense of belong-

8

TABLE

I

. CHINESE POPULATION VS JAPANESE POPULATION IN THE UNITED STATES

Year·

Popul at'ion
Chinese

Japanese

1850

3,227

1860

34,933

1870

63,199

55

1880

l 05 ,465

148

1890

l 07 ,488

2,039

1900

89,963

24,326

1910

71,531

72,156

1920

61,639

111,010

1930

74,954

138,834

1940

77,504

116,947

Reference:

25

9

ing, "an integrated life with nature allowing a high degree of
security" which helped to keep even the very poor from emigrating.29
Their way of life was so frugal, so primitive, so ingrained, that
to leave was to break from tradition and the only world they knew,
and this was simply too large a task without a great deal of outside
help and encouragement.

In the end it was American businessmen

promoting the idea of working in Hawaii, and by the mid 1890's on the
mainland, who finally caused the Japanese to emigrate in larger
and larger numbers.
At the turn of the century the type of Japanese coming to the
mainland changed.

The old fears and doubts about leaving were

gradually dispelled by the American recruiters and more important,
letters were sent home by those who were here working. Ho A.
Millis in Japanese Problem in the United States examines in the
following quotation the type of individual who came as these fears
were di spe 11 ed.
Most of the Japanese who came initially to this country were
young men. They came seeking opportunities to study, or better
opportunities to gain a livelihood than were in prospect at
home. The_y were of course drawn largely from the more intelligent
and ambitious of the middle-class. Alonq with these younq men
came a smaller number of older men who h~d failed in ~usi~ess
or found farming or wage labor in Japan unattractive. A third
element came from Hawaii. where a large percentage of the total
number had been drawn from the poorest and most ignorant classo
Dissatisfied with their plantation labor lot they availed
themselves of the opportunity to come to the mainland. from
Mexico too, came some immigrants corresponding closely to the
classes from Hawaii, from Canada a few like those immigrating
straight from Japan.30
.
The number coming through Canada into the United States was
reL1tively insignificant.

It was estimated that about 9,000 workers
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contracted in Mexico, came up across the border shortly after
arriving due to poor working conditions in Mexico. 31 The emigrants
are further characterized in Table II dealing with ages and
occupations respectively.
Though laborers made up the maJor portion of immigrants
and were usually inferior in education and financial standing,
it did not mean they were at the very bottom of the scale economically nor sociallv. 33 Average education was eighth grade. They
were proud of their high rate of literacy when compared to other
immigrant groups of the time. 34 Yamato Ichihaski calculated that
they simply couldn't be the bottom of the social ladder and still
be able to leave Japan.

It cost on the average of 200 yen ($100)

to get to the Hawaiian Islands, a large sum for the poor people.
As it was rare for anyone in Japan to be working on a farm for wages,
it can be assumed that the farm laborers were probably working on
relatives' farms for nothing, certainly a good incentive to leave.
Since they had to have an adventurous spirit and friends with money,
those laborers who left were probably "largely drawn from the middle
farming class, neither very rich nor very poor, adventurous and
ambitious. 1135
While the first laborers came in 1880 to Fresno, California
under contract to work in the vineyards, most of the Japanese to
arrive in America before 1900 found Jobs as domestics. They usually
did it for as short a time as possible because few were used to it.
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TABLE II
AGE AND OCCUPATIONS OF JAPANESE IMMIGRANTS
BETWEEN 1901-1909

A.

.... r···

Age

I

··-···· ..

20 and over

25 and over
40 and over
Over 40

·}

\

Percent

... ,,.,... ... .... .....

.. - ···--···---•,-

22. 6%

53.2%
20.0%
4.2%

B.
Occupations
Farmers
Farm Laborers
Unemployed
Professionals
Merchants/Bankers/Grocers
Skilled Laborers
Common Laborers
Domestics
Other: (usually fishing)
Reference:

32

Percent

i

10.0%
43.5%
21.8%
2.1%
5.8%
3.8%
6.7%

1.3%
5.0%
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Despite their unfamiliarity with this work they stuck with it because
it was a good source to learn the English language and American habits,
but as increasing numbers of fellow Japanese came to America the
development of the secure ethnic ghetto caused fewer to desire the
advantages of the domestic's Jobs. 36
The Japanese arrived on the West Coast at a rate of about
1,000 to 2,000 a year from 1890 to 1900.

Following annexation of

Hawaii some 12,800 arrived in 1900 alone and the figures remained high
for some time after that. 37 Most were originally from Sanydo and
Saikaido provinces, largely farming areas with a surplus of farmers,
but not necessari l_y the most densely populated areas. The southern
end of Japan has Very mild weather and is very agriculturally oriented.
There were few large farm animals since they would consume more than
their _yield was worth.

Thus the farm laborers who left v,ere well

versed in intensive, high yield farming.
One should remember that for the most part the Japanese government discouraged emigration to the United States.

In fact, when

discriminatory practices began to grow, particularly in California in
1900, the government of Japan announced in July, 1901, that no further
passports would be issued to contract laborers seeking to enter the
United States. As a result, in 1901, the number of arrivals declined
by fifty percent to lessen grounds for racial agitation on the West
Coast. 38 Nevertheless tlieir numbers grew and the Japanese normally
stayed together, causing a deeper concern among the West Coast residents
than their numbers dictated.
of the total population. 39

In 1900 the Japanese comprised only .07%

13
Japan was entering a great stage of industrial expansion.

She

had defeated China in 1895, and as a consequence had gained a good
deal of territory there and in Korea.

B_y 1904 she was at odds

with Russia, at that time one of the biggest powers in Asia.

War

ensued, and to the astonishment of the Western powers Russia didn't Just
lose, she was subJugated to a defeat so bad as to be considered totally
humiliating. Japan now had nearly free access to resources in
Northern China and Korea.

She was beginning to pride herself as a

power not to be taken lightly in world affairs and entered into her
biggest immigration movement ever.

Thousands of Japanese were
allowed into China and Korea without passports. 40
Japan's handicraft system was giving way to factories, thus
throwing out of work many skilled artisans. Cities and industries
grew rapidly with all their attending problems of congestion, sanitation, bad working conditions, and low wages. An industrial elite
ruled and it'sneeds and desires came first.
as proper hygiene did.

The birth rate increased

Competition for Jobs grew as 700,000 people

were added to the population each year.

This industrialization raised

the population from 28 million in 1868, to 40 million in 1880, and to
53 million in 1913. Japan was simply running out of room. 41

The

government raised taxes to help pay for the services necessary. All
this caus~d discontent.

In Korea and Manchuria the outlets existed

only for those with capital to invest in business enterprises.

The

difficulty so far as the comrr.on Japanese individual was concerned, lay

14

in the fact that there were plenty of laborers in these new territories
already.

Usually they were living at a standard of living somewhat

lov1er than Japan's so it was nearly impossible for the average
Japanese to compete for work.

Consequently, the sugar plantations

and other farming interests developing in Hawaii, California, Oregon,
and Washington attracted some of those who could scrape together the
means to leave Japan. 42 Of those who left, however, few expected
to stay away.

In fact, an example is the decade of 1910 to 1920 when

the tendency to return home became more and more intensified.

During

this decade 87,576 entered the United States while 70,404 left, a net
gain of only 17,172.

Between 1921-1924 for reasons to be discussed

later, an even greater number of departures occurred.

There were so
many leaving that their title became one of Birds of Passage. 1143 The
11

immigrant traffic was obviously a two-way affair.
Between 1909 and 1924 some 118,000 Japanese entered the
United States as immigrants--an average of 7,375 a year. In the
same period nearly 40,000 Japanese--one in three of those who
had entered, left the United States. In fact, during the four
years preceeding the halt of oriental immigration in 1925, and
each year after that landmark date, more Japanese aliens left
the United States than entered. Those who departed were men
who had wearied of harassment and decided their futures lay
in their native land, and others who for one reason or another
preferred Japan to the United States. The federal census up
to 1940 never exceeded the 139,103 who arrived in the 1900-1908
period. The 1930 census shows a pre-war peak of 138,834 Japanese
in the United States. By 1940 this number had dropped by nearly
12,000 to only 116,947.4~
I.

POINT OF ARRIVAL:

WASHINGTON STATE

The Japanese emigrants were desirous of making money and
returning home relatively wealthy men, or of obtaining a college
education.

Once they reached the West Coast of America, however,

15
they rarely traveled further inland.

Most felt that the closer

they stayed to their point of arrival, the port city, the easier
and less expensive it would be when the time came for them to leave.
Most men wanted to save three thousand yen before returning but
those who went home in three or four years with four hundred yen
were well satisfied. 45
They first stopped in the port cities such as San Francisco,
Portland, and Seattle.

Many moved out to areas still fairly close to

the ports, few went East, and most of them liked ·to congregate in
groups.

Many liked California for its climate and· proximity to

Japan so that by 1940 it contained nearly three-fourths of all Japanese
in America with twenty-eight percent living in the Los Angeles area.46
"The Japanese consuls deliberately discouraged the idea of dispersal,
giving as their reasons a desire to localize areas of competition
and industry. 1147
As one of the three big ports of entry, Seattle in the Puget
Sound region was to have its share of Japanese immigrants and the
related problem.

However there were very few Japanese in the Puget

Sound region until 1898 when the annexation of Hawaii enabled some
to leave those islands and head for the mainland.

The number and dates

of the first Japanese to arrive here vary according to the sources.
Seattle population statistics by race are not available before 1890,
a fact which seems to be the only one agreed upon.48

In 1890 one source

shows there were 127 ,Japanese in a11 of King County and a11 but two
lived v1ithin the city limits of Seattle. 49 It states that the first
Japanese came to Seattle in 1883, and

by

1886 there were eight or nine.

16

Another source shows only one Japanese living in the entire territory in 1880, in Walla Walla.

His fate is unknown and one might

suspect he was the Japanese accused of killing a Chinaman at about
that time. 50 This source also sa.vs that 360 Japanese were living

in Seattle in 1890.
A third source reports that there were 34 Japanese working in

the North\-1est in 1878. 51

The one thing they all agree on is that

the Japanese population was so small as to be of little significance
until near the turn of the century.

II.

POINT OF ARRIVAL:

PUGET SOUND

It is claimed by some of the old Japanese residents in
Seattle that a few Japanese sailors landed at that port as early as
1879, but it was not until 1890, or thereabouts, that Seattle

became a regular port of entry for the Japanese.
Evidently the Japanese sailors were the first to settle in

--

Seattle. According to Bill Hosokawa, writinQ in Nisei, a document has

.

shown up which proves this fact.

It

1s

a report written by FuJita

Yoshira, secretary to the consulate of Japan in San Francisco around
1891.

During that _year, he traveled up into the Northwest attempt-

ing to fir.d out how the Japanese here were earning their livelihood.
(There were hardly more than 2,000 in the entire United States at
that time.)

In summarizing part of the report Hasokawa states that:

FuJita learned that a large percenta~e of resident Japanese
were seamen who had Jumped ship and who therefore had no
leoal riqht in the United States. In Seattle he encountered
sppro;dr.iately 250 Japanese. About 40 owned or were employed
by on,:? grocery store and ten restaurants in the community. The

17

rest he found to be gamblerst pimps, prostitutes or proprietors
of brothels. furthermore, he found five or six of the restaurants
were 'connected in one wa.v or another with prostitution in this
city.' Thus, he concluded, I can name only ten individuals who
have absolutely nothing to do with prostitution or gambling and
are indeed engaged in legitimate businesses or occupations in a
strict sense. 2
In attempts to organize the Japanese to clean up the prostitution,
fuJita found few Japanese who could or would attempt to do so. "He
reported the mayor and president of the city council to be sympathetic
but reluctant to act because of the complexity of the problem." 53 The
chief of police took a more pragmatic view of the situation and simply
declared that too many other ethnic groups were involved in prostitution also, so that a crackdown on only the Japanese would be
not only an impossibility but probably unfair as well. 54 Evidently
the 90 Japanese living in Tacoma had been approached by the Seattle
bro the 1 owners to a 11 ow them to operate there as we 11 • TacomaJapanese residents declined the offer.
These early enterprising Japanese didn't, of course, all
come off of ships.

Another source reports that in 1887, about 200

Japanese came up from San Francisco and opened up restaurants and
cheap hotels--man_y of the hotels being semi-brothels .. --keeping both
whHe and Japanese women. 55 By 1905 the Japanese community had
grown to significant size and three _years later several of these
prostitutes were deported and the rest moved out to more rural areas. 56
The problem was that Seattle was really the last of the
old boom towns, since it was thriving because of the Alaska gold rush

18

at this time; and also that there were simply not enough
Japanese women for the numbers of men here. To be sure, this is
not to condone the practice of prostitution but to simply point
out a fact:

the census showed a completely lopsided sex ratio

where the Japanese were concerned.

The 1900 census showed that

out of a total of 24,326 Japanese in the United States, only 985
were females and only 855 were fifteen years of age or older--4%.
As in Hawaii earlier, perhaps a few husbands actually forced or
encouraged their wives into prostitution in order to pay off family
debts--a practice which in itself was both expected and honorable.57
B.v

1920 there were 38,303 Japanese in the United States and the

percentage of fema 1es had risen to 34. 5% bringing with. it some
social changes to be discussed later.

Of the 855 women in the 1900

census, 410 were married and 445 were not.
The place of the Japanese in Seattle and the Puget Sound
region may best be studied by examing first their economic impact
in certain industries, then their social influence, and lastly,
though hardly less important, the preJudice and laws which tended
to be an outgrowth of the other two.
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CHAPTER II

EARLY INDUSTRIAL ROLES
After the early influx of students dissipated, the laborers
came.

Though probably few students ever came to the Seattle region,

many laborers did.

By 1900 the census shows that about 5,617 Japanese

had moved into Washington and by 1910 the number had increased to
12,929. 1 Nearly all of these people were living in King county. (See Table
III, page 23.) Pierce and Spokane counties respectively had the next
greatest number of Japanese. Of the 5,617 living in the state in 1900,
2,990 lived in Seattle itself.2 (See Table IV, page 24.)

Of the thousands of laborers to come from Japan between 18901907, probably two thirds of them were farmers or farm laborers where

they might have been able to make about 16¢ a day. The laborers from
Hawaii most likely had "broken spirits after years of drudgery and
were hard workers, habituated by experience to the most strenuous physical
. 1 a bor. 11 3 • :.

"Most of those who came to the Pacific Coast prior to 1908
began as wage earners on the lowest rung. 114 Many were contracted in
Japan to work for several years for low wages upon arrival in America-wages made to look good in Japan by steamship companies eager to fill
their ships and make profits from the passage.

The Nippon Yusa Kaisha-,·~

Japan Mail Steamship Company, enabled most of. those who wished to come
directly to Seattle to do so. 5
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TABLE TII
POPULATION CENSUS OF JAPANESE LIVING
IN KING COUNTY
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960

.
. .
.
.
.
.
. .

Reference: 1

. 3,212
. .
. . 7,497
. . . . . 10,954

. .
.11 ,895
. . . . . . 9,863
. 6,856
.10 ,789
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TABLE IV
POPULATION CENSUS OF JAPANESE LIVING
IN SEATTLE
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960

. 2,990

.
.
•

. 6,127
. . 7,874
. . 8,448

. 6,975
.
. . . . . . . . . 5,778
. • • 9,351
. . . •

Reference:

l
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I.

RAILROADING AND LUMBERING

In Japan regular emigration offices dealt in the business
of contracts for laborers to go to America.

Most of the emigratton

companies had contacts with Japanese already here working for a
railroad or lumber company.

Since finding a job in a strange land

with strange language and customs would be difficult for any individual,
gangs of contracted men were often sent to one company in the United
States.

This solved the language problem and provided immediate em-

ployment.6 An American company could go to one agency, be assured of
so many men, and thus save itself the time and trouble of going to
many different and indifferent employment agencies.

Naturally this

worked for those looking for a job as well.
There were also agencies in the United States, which supplied
the number of men needed to the employing companies in return for the
opportunity of providing to the laborers such supplies as they could
not purchase locally and the free transportation of these supplies.
The profits came from the supplies sold to men; an interpreters fee
of $1.00 a month per man; St a day per man.

All of which was deducted

from the earnings of the men, and not charged to the employment or contractir.g company in any way. 7
By 1892, a thousand Japanese laborers were working on the Oregon
Short Line Railroad as construction hands. 8 Other railroads found
these men readily available after 1898, and by 1906 there were 13,000
working on the railroads throughout the west. 9 They did not replace the
Chinese railroad workers since most of these had left railroading long
before . 1O
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Washfngton differed from other states such as California
in that "it had no industries based upon Chinese labor which felt a
need for Japanese as the Chinese population shrank. 1111
left a mark as good workers, who caused little trouble.

The Japanese
In fact,

they were preferred to Italians, Greeks, and Slavs by some.

It is

quite likely that another reason they were so well liked in Washington was because they ate so little and had inexpensive tastes. 12 By
1909, their numbers were beginning to decrease from the gang labor
crews as they began leaving to join their families or to seek better
paying jobs elsewhere.
John Nishionori enumerates the three reasons which he
feels caused the Japanese to leave railroading.

The first was the

Gentlemen's Agreement which limited the number of laborers who could
leave Japan and thus wrecked the gang labor recruiting companies.
increased demand for Japanese workers couldn't be met.

The

The second

reason was that the Europeans, who were moving in in an almost 'unlimited'
quantity, were of somewhat greater physical strength (a point sure to
raise an argument).

The third \'las the racial prejudice fomented by

unions. 13
The lumber industry seems to have been the main receiver of
Japanese immigrants in the Pacific Northwest 14 during their early
period of contract labor, starting about 1890, and increasing in
significance from 1898 to about 1907. 15 It was a shortage of labor,
rather than the exit of the Chinese from the manpower market, which
provided the Japanese immigrants an entree into the lumber industry
of th~ Pacif'ic Northwest. 16 At the turn of the century, the manufacture
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of lumber and timber products provided employment for 75,000 persons
in Washington and Oregon, and of this number 300 were Japanese.
FuJita Yoshira, on his 1891 trip to the Northwest to
investigate Japanese occupational status, visited Port Blakely on
Bainbridge Island where he had been told there were several Japanese
working in a lumber mill.

He found 80 Japanese men working in a

saw mil 1.
When he arrived at 10 a.m ••• 50 of the men had gone to work,
but about 30 were in the bunkhouse gambling. He was told that
about 20 of the men were habitual gamblers. working only when
they had lost all their money. and only 10 of the Japanese
worked regularly.17
Gambling is sow~thing which will be covered more extensively
later, but suffice it to say at this point that it was a character; stic quite typical of the Japanese in this pioneer era.

Though other

groups gambled also, none were as intensely involved in it as the
Japanese.
By 1907 the Immigration Commiss·ion found 2,685 Japanese
working in Washington saw mills and lumber camps. 18 This was found
to be 30% of the adult male Japanese and 6% of the total workers
in the lumber industry at that time.1 9 They were employed in about
67 mills, actually a small number when one considers there were 1,263
in the state of Washington.
They might have been employed in more mil l_s if other workers
hadn 1 t shown such preJudice aqainst them.

This preJudice was expressed

by the fact that the ,Japanese v;ere usually paid the lowest wages and
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gfven the worst jobs.

The wages paid to other men, including

the small number of East Indians engaged in common labor were higher
than those paid to the Japanese similarly employed.

For example,

common white laborers in lumber camps received $1.75 to $2.25 a day
while Japanese typically were paid $1.50 to $1.75 a day. 20
Their numbers in the mills decreased raoidly after 1907, for
much the same reasons as in the railroad industry.

The Gentlemen's

Agreement of 1907 strategically limited Japanese immigrants of the
laboring class so their numbers declined after that date. By 1924 the
number of Japanese in lumbering had shrunk to only 1 ,458 21 out of
the total number of about 17,400 Japanese in the state. 22 Many of
these Japanese lumber workers no longer led transient lives.

An

estimated 34% of those still in lumbering now had their growing families
with them and stayed in one place an average of seven years compared
to the white worker's average stay of two months.

By 1927 there were
23
only l ,500 employed in lumber in both Washington and Oregon.
A letter obtained from Dr. Satoshi Masuda of the University
of Washington shows that by 1924 equal pay was evidently achieved by
the Japanese as was respect for their way of life.

The unsigned

letter was written in 1924, by the president of the St. Paul and Tacoma
lumber Company to a sociologist at the University of Washington.

The

sociologist was seeking information on job discrimination in the state.
It is used as an example of the respect the Japanese had achieved at
that time in the lumber industry.
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For nearly fifteen years the St. Paul &Tacoma Lumber
Company has employed Japanese labor in its sawmills to a very
moderate extent. We have always found them thoroughly reliable
in positions which they have undertaken in this operation. Today
we have approximately 75 Japanese, which is about as many as we
have ever employed in the plant at any one time, where we use
in the neighborhood of 1,500 men. We have not used any Japanese
labor outside of our sawmill operations in our logging camps
and elsewhere, but we do know that the foremen and the men who
work on our crews have a very kindly feeling for the Japanese
who are in our sawmills.
They have filled position on our sorting chains, grading
lumber, and, when conversant with the grades, are exceptionally
reliable, as they stay on the Job and have enough respect for
the Job to have someone in their place in case they have to lay·
off. They are not only competent to fill positions of thts kind,
but are good carriage riders and setters.
They secure the same pay that white laborers secure for the
same work, give us less trouble in every way than every other
class of labor with which we come in contact.
The percentage of Japanese on our payroll is, of course, very
small, not 10 percent, and we do not intend to increase that
percentage at any time, but we do feel that any effort to take
those men from our employment would be met with considerable
opposition, not only on the part of the employeest but on the
part of ~~e heads of departments with whom they come in close
contact.

II. FISH CANNERIES
In the 1880's the salmon industry began to grow in Alaska.
Washington was to benefit from this growth and Seattle eventually
became the scene for a showdown of unions fighting to represent the
large numbers of cannery workers. While it was an industry which 'mined'
its resource primarily in the waters off of Alaskat it was to get
its labor force from the states of the West Coast--notably Washington
and its principal city of Seattle.
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The fishing indllstr_y \•tas. originally built b_y the labor of

the Chim:se cann0rv workers. Hhile the whites did all of the
fishin~h the Chinese did all of the c1eanin9 and packing. The
industry grew pflenomenally fast.

A government document points out

the growth through an examination of the number of cases packed
each _year.
In 1878, when the first canneries were established the total
Alaska pack was 8,159 cases; seven years later, in 1885, the
pack was 83,415 cases. Onl.v four _years afterwards in 1887, the
pack had grown to be 719,196 ••• and so on u~ to 1900 when an
output of 1,548,139 cases was the result.2 5
This increase in fishing required more and more laborers. The
Chinese Exclusion Law of 1882, cut off what was·then considered to be_ their
best source of labor. 26 Obviously. there wa~ a need for more help
than the remaining Chinese community could ever supply. As the
Chinese community declined in size, and more importantly, as the fishing industry grew, other ethnic groups moved in •. While this
industry originally used only Chinese for its cannery work,

by 1897,

of 5,252 cannery workers only 2,268 were Chinese.27
Japanese, Filipinos, Mexicans, and Puerto Ricans began filling in the empty ranks of cannery workers. The contract system of the
lurd,er and railroad industry was found to be the most expedient means
to 9et labor for the fish canneries as well. The contractors were
28 Under the contract system the contractor
ITK)stl_y ,Japanese or Chinese.
was to supply not only the labor from various West Coast cities but was
also responsible for their productivity in the cannery. The risk
of fdilure in putting up the pack lay with the contractor, not the
cannery m·mer. 29
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A contract was drawn up between the owner and contractor based
on a fixed price per case and a guaranteed number of cases per day.
The contractor had a penalty clause which held him responsible if
the stated amount ':1as not met.

Naturally, he kept his men working

hard and freauently levied fines for what he considered laxness on
the part of the worker. One Japanese labor-contractor in 1906 made
$25,000 as a contractor for an Alaska cannery.

His men were paid

from $160 to $225 for a five-month season, from May to September.
While the men may have often worked up to 20 hours a day, few were
paid overtime and the contractor collected bonuses for extra cases
packed. 30
Fishing was the one industry in which the Japanese did not have
a very good reputation as workers. 31

They were considered poor cannery

workers and consequently there were few Japanese in the canning
business prior to 1900 and the first were hired on the Columbia River
in that _year. It wasn't until 1904 that they began to be a significant
work force. 32 By this time however, many Japanese Issei, the first
generation of Japanese in America, had found other fields in which
to work.

Conseauentl.y, the type of worker who went to Alaska was

apt to be of low caliber.

One source is auoted as saying that

the Japanese were "not only lazy and worthless but were constantly
ra'ising a disturbance.133 And well they might!

The following des-

cription points out the harsh conditions which the laborers had
to endure.
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The men are compelled to spend at least five months in
completing their job; they spend at least a month in preparation
for sailing and settling their accounts after arriving in San
Francisco. They are transported in slow sailing vessels which
require two months for making a round trip. During the voyage
they are forced to supplement their regular, poor, scanty grub by
purchasing more appetizing eatables and drinks provided by the
boss at high prices; gambling ... was often organized by sub-bosses
and enabled the contractor to frequently win back part of the wages
he was paying.
·
The canning is done under a contract between the Japanese
(or Chinese) boss and the American firm usually headquartered
in San Francisco, whereby among other things, the firm advances
money to the boss. He secures men through the so called
'Alaska Hotel I and boarding house keepers by paying them a
commission, usually of $5 per man. This money is then deducted
from the man's wages at the end of the season. Men engaged
for the cannery are given a certain amount of advance money as
bait. The canning season per se is about two months long,
but ... they operate from 16 to 20 hours a day.3 4
It obviously took a rough temperament to sustain one's self
at such an occupation for a period of several years.

As their numbers

increased in the cannery labor forces, the Japanese Issei became
increasingly dissatisfied at the situation and said so.

The

canneries didn't like their complaining and as a result the Japanese,
initially at least, became branded as poor workers, and concern
grew for the plight of the fishing industry as it was at the moment
heavily dependent on Japanese labor.
In i909, 18 canneries on the Columbia River, 23 on Puget Sound,
and 41 in Alaska employed about 10,000 laborers. Of these 3,342 were
Japanese. 35 A total of 1,102 Japanese worked in canneries in Washington
State that year. 36

By 1911 the Japanese I ssei composed about one half

of the cannery employees.37 Thereafter, the number of Japanese
slowly dec1ined. 38 The most important reason was the same.that caused
their demise in lumber and railroading, the Gentlemen's Agree-
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ment of 1907, which limited the number of Japanese laborers allowed
into the United States.
By 1916 most of the Japanese cannery workers had learned
enough English so that they could break away from the control of the
contractor and his interpreter, and they became more competitive
on an individual basis.

The role of the contractor weakened too, when

growing numbers of Nisei, second generation Japanese, and Filipinos
increased the complaints about the poor food, pay, and living
quarters at the canneries. 39
Food at the canneries was usually salmon served three
times a day, supplemented with rice, soy sauce, and bean paste
for soup.

The men also grew vegetables which thrived in the
long Alaskan days. 40 The contractors liked to push rice

and salmon since they were cheapest.

11

Innumerable strikes in the

canneries can be traced directly to dissatisfaction with the quantity,
kind and quality of food furnished to the men by the contractor's
agent. 1141
vihite men rarely worked in the canneries.

They did the

fishing and left the canning up to members of minority races such as
the Japanese.

Cannery workers wages were unscrupulously stolen

by contractors in many ways:

unreasonably high prices for low

quality clothing and other necessities, assorted fines which were
naturally not explained prior to the signing of the contract, fines
for not working hard enough, assessments on the wages for the interpreters, and simple fees for getting the job.

Most of the early Isse"i

had been fairly ignorant of the English language and contractors had
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found little difficulty in deceiving the men.

The Orientals

were great gamblers and it was not unusual for a man to lose all
or part of his season's wages in a game set up by the contractor.
These practices were too frequently attempted and complaints
grew more vocal.

Cannery men gradually ceased doing business

with contractors during the mid 1920's. This eventually stopped
the fOOd strikes as the cannery owners began their own supervision
of this and other services as well. 42
In the 1930's fishing had become such big business that
unions began competing to gain the right to represent the canner.y
workers.

This rivalr.y came at a time when the Japanese community

was involved in social turmoil which literally amounted to a
generation gap.

This will be examined in more detail later, but

suffice it to say that the Issei and Nisei were frequently poles
apart in life, philosophy, and loyalties.

The issue of the unions

only served to amplify the social troubles within the community.
A letter by Dyke Miyagawa, obtained from Dr. Satoshi Masuda, describes
first hand some events of the union rivalry.
phrased in the next paragraph.

A part of it is para-

A copy of the complete letter may

be found in the appendix.
Both lssei and Nisei were quite passive and aloof during the
ec:rly organizing overtures inspired and led by the t=ilipinos.

However,

the need for Jobs soon caused them to become more active on the issue.
The Issei became advocates of the conservative, craft-oriented
American Federation of labor.

Most Nisei saw the Congress of
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Industrial Organizations as being progressive in the field
of labor rights and gave it their support.

Miyagawa wrote that

as he became more deeply involved in the CoI.O. "people I
had known ••• would cross the street or suddently become hypnotized
by a store window when they saw me on the street." 43

.

By 1938, the C.IoOo had won the. fight to represent the cannery
workers.

And by 1940 the unions were well entrenched and the

contractors gone.

A good number of those Japanese still working in

the canneries were students seeking a good summer Job, but not a
livelihood as many of their father had done.
Throughout the years the Japanese in the fishing industry
within the state of Washington were rarely abused physically by whites.
The only incidents of note in which physical abuse was threatened
were caused by a regional, economic slump. Those most affected by
this slump sought a scapegoat and the Japanese happened to be the
minority most readily available.

In the season of 1915, Anacortes"

canneries on Fidalgo Island had brought many Japanese cannery workers
up from Seattle for work.

Coincidentally the weather had been hot

and dry that summer so the nearby lumber mills had been forced to
close down.

This created a large number of unemployed who decided to

air their feelings on the matter the 20th of July.

About 200 'delegates'

appeared before the city council then in session and demanded the
removal of the Japanese.

The Council obviously could do little on

the matter and some delegates took it upon themselves to 'visit'
a cannery owner. The owner claimed he could.not'act.since he had a
contract and would take a financial loss if he broke it. The next
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day the sherriff arrested two men for inciting a rioto The
trouble t·emained -unsolved as far as the log9ers were concerned, but

they apparently did little if anything else in the form of protest

within the town. 44 Eight days later on the 25th of July the
canneries in Blaine were also threatened by unemployed loggers for
hiring Japanese labor and the town water system was dynamited.
Ho one was arrested and the trouble abated here too. 45

III.

OYSTER RAISING

A most si9nificant contribution made by the Japanes~

·

community to the fishing industry of the Northwest was the importation
of the Gigas (now called Rock Point) oysters from Japan.

There

were extensive oyster beds in the region and the most notable oyster
harvested was the tiny native Olympia, but the quantity could not
meet the demand and was decreasing due to pollution and harvesting.
In 1918, two young men named Jo Erny Tsukimato and Joe
MiJagi. both residents of Qlympia'.t Hashington, had a plan. They had
both worked their way through the local schools b_y working in oyster
beds in the near~y bay and conseauently knew a great deal about
oyster cultivation. Their plan was to take their knowledge about
oysters and plant a new strain from Japan,

thus increasing Northwest

oyster production and making a profitable livelihood for themselves.
The difficulty lay in the fact that oysters had been found to be
extreme 1y temperamental_, not even a 11 owing themse 1ves to be successf~ 11 y

transplanted from one bay to another only miles apart.
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The two young men settled on 600 acres in Samish Bay,
near Blanchard, Washington and with their optimism and enthusiasm
managed to get five men to back them financially, one being a
Mr. M. famagimachi of Seattle.

In the spring of 1919 the seed stock

was sent from the Miyagi Prefecture of Japa~ on the deck of the
"President McKinley". Three weeks later what was believed
to have been 400 cases of a mostly dead seed stock was scattered
throughout the bay. Several months later the men pulled up a few
of the stock and to their happiness and amazement found the new
oysters thrivingo These oysters had evidently found the environment to their liking and were transplanted at a particular time
and in a particular way to be able to easily and successfully
adapt.

Si nee that time Washington has had a grmli ng oyster in46
dustry thanks to two Japanese. ·
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CHAPTER IU
UP FROM INDUSTRY--FARMING AND BUSINESS AND CITY TRADES
L

FARMING

The one segment of the economy of this state to vJhi ch the
Japanese made a major indelible contribution was farming.
emigrants from Japan were farmers or farm laborers.

Many

Prior to the

turn of the century few of these men went directly into farming
after reaching the mainland.

Most Japanese immigrants prior to the

1900's had been students who often worked as domestics or were
laborers in lumber and railroad companies.

The Western half of the

state was primarily engaged in lumber and fishing and served as i transshipment point to Alaska and the Orient.

Prior to 1900 there was

no agricultural development of any significance in the Puget Sound region.
A few Japanese supposedly worked on farms near Tacoma
in 1888 or 1889. 1 The f"irst Japanese farm in Washington was acreage
leased in the Yakima Valley in 1892.2 Much of the land there was
leased from the Yakima Indian Reservation and by 1920 over 94 Japanese
had gained control of land this way. 3 The second farm was in 1893
near Kent in the Wh.Jte River Valley.

The next five farmers to ob-

tain their own farms congregated near Kent and Auburn, the following
two near Fife.

These four places:

Kent, Yakima, Auburn, and Fife

remained th~ predominate centers for Japanese farming through the 1930's. 4
The real beginning of the movement into agriculture came in
the late 1890's and early 1900's. 5 This happened for various reasons.
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As the Japanese Issei laborers learned the English language and
consequentl_y developed a limited amount of independence from the
contract system which brought them over, they began to break away
from lumber, railroading, and fishing.

Also, as more Japanese

came over they found it best to ~eek a livelihood in fields other
than the ones traditionally open to them. These old occupations
either had enough Japanese in them or were no longer recruiting Japanese.

By

1908

the labor contracting business had become unprofitable

because the Gentlemen's Agreement limited immigration of the laboring
class, and large gangs could no longer be recruited. The decreased
numbers of immigrating Japanese found Jobs in gangs working on farms,
but gang sizes were small and the contractor's role diminished in
the field of farming. 6 Japanese women around 1906 began to become
so significant in the labor market that they drove out whatever males
there were in the domestic field.

With families beginning to develop,

the men were more attracted to the somewhat more permanent life-style
of farming. 7
farming life was one in which the Issei found he could
compete most successfully. 8 Here in certain types of agriculture,
such as berries, piecemeal work was allowed and the laborer found his
farming background a distinct advantage. H.A. Millis says that agricultural work:
leaves the Japanese the greatest amount of initiative and frees
him more than other fields of employment from rule of thumb and
close supervision, which are distasteful to him. Finally, field
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gardens and orchards have held forth to him the best promise
of establishing his independence, for it is easier for the
average Japanese to escape the wage relation b.v becoming a farmer
than an.v other way.9
By 1908. when the amount of immigration was largest, about 40%
went from the boarding house to the fields which were mainly in the
Duwamish River region between Seattle and Tacoma. 10 This area
was described by a land survey party as:
a flat narrow valley varyinq from one-fourth to three
miles in width. It ex.tends straiqht southward from Seattle for a
lenqth of about 34 miles. Twenty:five miles south of Seattle the
Puy~llup and Stuck Rivers Join and break away to the West ••• to
Puqet Sound and Tacoma's harbor, farminq a broad arm of the
north-south valley, about ten miles lon~. The valley floor is
covered with a layer of almost pure alluvial soil varying in
thickness from eiqht inches to five feet and extendinq over about
eighty-seven square miles, or 55,680 acres, nearly all less than
one hundred and fifty feet above sea level. The valley was
formed by the Puyallup, Stuck, Green and White Rivers. 11
Outside of the Duwamish River basin there were several other
significant farming areas.

Vashon and Bainbridge Islands were the two

next largest areas in numbers of farmers and acreage leased or
worked by Japanese hands.

Kirkland and Bellevue were the only other

areas of significance in the immediate Seattle area. One Issei operated
a farm at Kingston, one near Snohomish, three near Linden and Blanchard,
three near Burlington 1 and a few scattered in Jefferson, Clallam and
Lewis Counties.12
Many ranch~s welcomed Japanese for their willingness to do stoop
labor. 13 It was common for a white owner to lease land to a Japanese
who then cleared and cultivated it.

"The Japanese drove out few if any

whites; rather, they did drive out roots, skunk cabbage, and superfluous
water. 1114 They cleared the timber and the land, ~nd drained the marshes.
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in return for their efforts they would normally gain four to five years
use of the land and free rent after which a regular rent agreement
was usually set up. 15 Few had the monetary means to purchase
leases outright. Working as casual laborers under contractors for the
white American farmers they usually earned about $1.00 for a 10 hour
day in the summer and 60¢ - 80¢ a day in the winter excluding the
contractor's fee. 16
Three cases are most interesting in shedding light on the
Japanese farming siutation. The first one is taken from documents
written up in John Nishinoiri's thesis on Japanese farming in Washington.

According to the archivist at the University of Washington

library, Richard Berner, the federal government confiscated many such
original source materials during World War II.

Conseauently the

original documents and the information they contained are apparently
now lost, and cao only be found second hand through other papers.
The first case is summarized here and can be read in detail
in the appendix.

A twenty-four year old man was persuaded to go to

America in 1897 to work as a farm hand. After two years he "tired
of the cemp life and rented a farm of twenty acres to raise potatoes."
/l.fter a trip to Japan in 1901 to marry, he went into the dairy business.
Soon he

\'lilS

no lon9er sending mone.v back to Japan;·

11

r.ow it was all

invested in farm improvements. 11 With a son to do the \'/erk he gradually
retired from the hard work he engaged in during youth. At the time the
document was written he apparently was a successful Japanese-American
dairy farmer. 17
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The second case involved a young man who m,1de a contract in
1908 to clear 40 acres.

"He was paid $7.50 an acre plus the cord

wood he could cut and sell ••• he cut 3,000 cords and sold it for 85¢
a cord undelivered." 18 After a full year of such work he fulfilled his
contract and was able to gain a lease on the land.
The third case started around 1906 when the individual involved was 19

years old.

This Japanese took'over a thousand acres of swamp land, dug a

mile long drainage ditch and "then he waded in and pulled out the brush
reeds, and weeds until the water had run off."

Me slowly dynamited

stump~ off the high places where he would cut wood.

He laid over

6~000 feet of drain tile and eventually reclaimed over 1,200 acres
of rich va 11 e_y soil. 19

Almost all of the lands leased by the Japanese were found
on six types of soil, a11 a variety of 1oam.

The Japanese sought

areas which could support profitable ihtensive agri~ultural products
such as tomatoes, peas, strawberries and other high·value truck crops.
Their skill and Judgement in finding this soil and the hard work the_y
put into it brought them success. The entire family worked hard. Man_y
white families cleared land also but were unwilling to face the years of
drudgery and hard labor necessary to develop a successful farm. 20 Th~
stoop labor necessary for success also kept many whites from entering into competition.

This combination of good ecology, hard work and

proximity to the large markets of Sec:>,tt1e and Tacoma, caused truck

farming to thrive.

By 1910 about twenty~fiVe percent

of the stJte's llapanese were in fatmin~1, supplying Seattle and Tacoma
with berries> potatoes, and garden and dairy products.21
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At this time there were 7,005 acres of improved land held by Washington Japanese and 3.454 acres were in King County with most of the rest
in Pierce Count.v. 22
From barren cut-over land to potatoes and eventually vegetables
1-1as the general c_ycle of farming for the Japanese. They were willing
to work hard and long on leased land and as they became more and
more successful more whites were willing to lease to them. The
Japanese became the highest bidders for leased land. Around 1915,
as a result of hi9h rents and competition for leases (primarily among
fellow Japanese) in the White River Valley areas, the Japanese began
to move north of Seattle to the vicinity of Everett where land was cheaper. 23
Another reason for this limited though definite diffusion was World
War I and the increased demand for farm produce. 24
A characteristic of the Issei farmers was to develop a
specialty in farming. They were unable to compete successfully in tree
fruit, grain, or livestock raising because these three took much more
capital, time, and land before a profit could be realizect. 25 Pikes
Place Market in 1915, had about 400 'stalls' and 300 of these were
run

Japanese. They sold nearly all of the berries and most of
the green vegetables. 26 In 1917, they controlled 70% of the vegetable
pi~oduction in the vicinity of Seattle. 27 By 1930 both agricultural.
by

and dairy farming provided an average of $1,440 a year for a family
compared to city Jobs which would normally pay about half that much. 28
By 1910 the type of land use was changin9 in the productive
vallavs.

South of Seattle the completion of the railroads in the mid-1890 1 s
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opened the way to transporting more produce to the increased population of the area.

As farmers were able to complete the clearing

of many more forested acres, dairy farming and its extensive land use
increased and dairy products soon became the main farming product
of the area. 29 Carnation and Borden dairy companies built condenseries
in the valley and milkers and land cleaners were needed.

Despite

knowing little about dairying, but desirous of any type of farming in

order to stay away from the dull and limited number of Jobs open to
them in the city, many Japanese found themselves hard at work at this
new vocation.
Full agricultural development of the Duwamish, or White River
Va 11 ey as it 1ater came to be ca 11 ed, came between 1905 and 1920 with
the growth of the dairies. 30 In order to enter this business several

Japanese would form a partnership, rent pasture, and buy cows •. If the
farm wasn't big enough to support all of them one. would remain a laborer

until such time as the dairy was big enough to support all of them.

This

arrangement was frequently used to start one of the partners in his own
dairy--several partners building up a he~d together and then splitting
the pa.rtnership.

As they accumulated wealth, many farmers married and

started families in America making further investments in the land
and concerning themselves less with thoughts of returning to Japan. 31
In most cases the families lived in unpretentious houses, somewhat
poorly built.

Housekeeping came second to the field work. 32

The White River Valley bebreen 1909 and 1915 saw the increase
of the number cf Japanese dairy farms from 15 to 85. The total
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number of farms leased by the Japanese in 1915 was close to 180 and
although most were in vegetable farming, a sizeable number were not. 33
This number of Japanese-owned dairies was only a small percentage of

the entire number of dairies in the Seattle-Tacoma region.

Despite

this small percentage, by 1920 they were owners of 3,500 head of
dairy catt1e which suppl'ied approximately one-half of Seattle's
milk and was nearly ten percent of the total state production. 34
Like the agricultural farms, the dairy farms too were leased,
for reasons more fully explained in Chapter V.

Most leases

were for five years. The farmer usually had from twenty five to

tvw hundred cows and their farms were normally operated entirely b_y
Japanese labor.

Most of the money to pay the lease came from savings

accumulated during apprenticeship and or from loans from White River
Valley banks. Most of the equipment was provided by the land owner. 35
In the early 1920 1 s truck gardening surpassed dairy farming
in economic importance as it grew in response to the demands of the

increasing popa 1a ti on.

Land increased in va 1u~ too much to a11 ow

such extensive use as cattle grazing. 36
By 1923, 90% of the Japanese farm area in the state of Wash-

ington was in the two counties of King and Pierce, containing the
ti•/0

lar9est cities, Seattle and Tacoma. To be even more exact, Kinq

County had 419 farms leased by Japanese, of these, GO% were in the
White River Valley. 37
The Alien Land Act of 1921, and the Immigration Act of 1924,
both of v1hi ch \·ti 11 be

discus scd in de ta i 1 ·j n Chapter V, were the two

,n:,>st ne~h,th·e rm~nsures to strike at the Japam~se.

The 1and act pro-
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hibited any alien from owning land in the state of Washington.

The

Immi9ration Act of 1924, halted the immigration of alITJl)st all Orientals
to the United States, thus effectively cutting off the Japanese
community's biggest source of population growth.

The Alien Land Law

of 1921 and its amendment in 1923, were particularly effective in
checking Japanese farming because of the concentration of the Japanese
in the two most populous counties. Prosecuting attorneys of
dubious ethics would either strictly enforce the law or demand a
pay-off for not enforcing it. 38 Before 1921, the Japanese had
control of about 25,000 acres but by 1925 this figure had dropped
to less than 10,000. Where they had formerly controlled 1.1%
of the total number of farms in Washington, they now controlled 0.25%.3 9
McWi 11 iams ernphasi zes the impact of the Japanese farmers on
agriculture when he states:
The most important contribution to the economy of the West,
and of course Washington, was the manner in which the Japanese
farmers organized produce production on a year-round basis so
as to provide a steady flow of produce to the markets.40
Japanese farmers became more and more independent of local market
situations as better methods of transportation were developed.

By

th.:i mid 1920 1 s they were the recognized pioneers in the production
;,ind shipmP.nt of

Puget Sound lettuce and green peas to Eastern cities.

Despite the increasing difficulties of iecuring land, the production
of these two crops by the Northwest Japanese reached such a peak of
quality during harvesting season that they held a virtual monopoly on
the national m1r~et~

"Other region's growers and shippers seek to

avoid marketing their peas and lettuce during the season of the Puget
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Sound Region. 1141

In 1930, nearly 80% of these two crops from

the Puget Sound Region were grown by Japanese farmers. 42 Their
efficiency, and concern with quality and marketing made them stiff
competitors.
By the 1930's about 20% of the total Japanese community in
Washington were farmers.

They abandoned nearly every type of farming

but their proven specialties. 43 The Japanese success in farming
9reater stimulated the local economy.

The irony of their success was

that it did not lead to their economic integration into the larger
white community but instead to various degrees of jealousy and preJudice.44 Haturallv, they were not alone in the development of
the White River Valley and other areas of the Puget Sound._ Italians
were particularly strong competitors and had a ~ignificaht influehce.also.
The Japanese however, played a more significant part.

When asked by John

Rademaker about the role of the Japanese farmers, one white farmer's
reply was:

Have the Japanese farmers been valuable to the development
of this farming district? Absqlutely> undoubtedly so. Especially
in the early times. They took upland and farmed it. They made
it grow things. They cleared out the. weeds and the bull rushes
and the water, and mude farm crops grow. They gave the region
the start of its agricultural development. You take it in the
early days, white men would not get down and dig dirt and pull
and hoe weeds for anything. It was the Japanese and all the other
foreigners who came in and did the hard, dirty work that made it
poss·ible to grow drops in this soil.... They drained off the
water, cleared out the weeds and things, and broke the soil.
The Japan2se and the other foreigners were the only ones who
would do the work ••• the native whites and the ordinary white
Americans who came here thought themselves too good. 4~
Whether or not one agrees or disagrees with some of this individual's judgement on the white man, the importance of the Japanese
cannot be underestin~ted in the development of farming in the Puget
Sound Region.
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II.

BUSINESS AND CITY TRADES

The origins of the Japanese city trade may be traced as far
back as 1884, where a few merchants sought general patronage and fewer
still attempted a livelihood catering only to Japanese. 46 In 1890
there were about 800 Japanese along the West Coast with small shops
trading in bamboo work, curios , art goods, teas, and some cobblers
and keepers of cheap restaurants, mostly catering to American patrons.
There were also some who dealt in Japanese provisions and some who ran
boarding houses.

Most of the shops were located in San Francisco where

the maJority of Japanese were living.

These enterprises did not assume

much importance until about 1898, and from 1904 they began to expand
rapidly, reaching their highest development around 1909. By 1909 there
was a heavy reliance of the businesses on a constant influx of new
immigrants.

Because of this, the new immigration measures taking

effect after 1907 caused some of the enterprises to fail.

Where they

were able to gain non-Japanese patronage they continued to expand. 47
From the beginning, many city trades were started in order
that the early discriminatory hiiing practices of the contract labor
Jobs might be escaped.
cities.

More opportunities were found in the large

Here their services were sought and anta~10nism towards the Japanese

was less than in rural areas.
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·
As a result of several interesting

circumstances many laboring class individuals were able to become
successful entrepreneurs.
enterprises.
tastes.

There was a tradition in Japan of individual

The immigrants were ur1familiar with American trade and

Putting these facts together then, a person willing to work

h0.rd to servt~ a market eager for home style food would probably succeed.
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Also, the circumstances of the times were such that there was a
lot of room for trial and error on the part of the shopkeeper. Cities
like Seattle were frontier tovms willing to accept a group that would
provide small shop services.

"Tastes were not fastidious and there

was a need for their services as tradesmen." 49 Another significant
reason for success was the idea of the kenJin-kai, or prefecture
relationships.
tures.

Japan was politically organized on the basis of prefec-

These were political divisions of the nation analagous to our

federal system involving state ~1overnrnents, but of course on a much
smaller scale. ,Japanese in this foreign country sought out and patronized
those who came from the same prefecture as themselves. 50 Later these
kenJin-kai became social and welfare organizations within
the \Japanese community.

These also led to interesting stereotypes among

the Japanese about each other:

Hiroshima immigrants were said to be

industrious and tight-fisted; Wakayama people agressive and hottempered; Tokyoitese were generous; Kumamotos were considered to be

very stubborn; Okayamas shrewd and clever; and those from the northern
provinces w2re said to

be

the most patient.51

Particular trades

were som~tirGes organized around these prefectural relationships too.
In early Sea t-U e most of the Japanese barbers were from Yo1i1aJuchi while

persons frcm Hiroshima quite often became insurance salesmen. 52
Japanese family-owned hotels sprang up in Seattle due to

the early railroad contractors' importation of gangs of laborers. One
family named FuJii came to Seattle in 1894, set up a hotel and then
two years later the father went home leaving his sons in charge. The
Fu,Jii fa!'1i1y ;,.Jtel of eighteen rooms on the corner of 5th Avenue and
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Jackson Street prospered for many years as a place for new arrivals.

By 1900, there were six Japanese operated hotels in Seattle usually
providing dormitory style rooms. 53 By l905t the number had increased
to some sixty-five small Japanese operated hotels and rooming
houses in Seattle.

"They ••• provided not only shelter

and

a touch

of home for newcomers, but also served as Job clearing houses." 54
A colony gradually developed bordered roughly by Fourth Avenue

on the west, James Street on the north, Fourteenth Avenue on the east

and Beacon Hill on the south.

It was close to the railroad shops,

farmers markets, and commission houses. 55
Ironically, despite the rural origins of many Japanese
coming into the Northwest,rnost headed for the cities and urban life.
Charts comparing the percentage of Japanese in the W~stern states
1iving on farms as opposed to cities nearly always showed the

Japanese in Washington as the I:iost urbanized. 56 Table V serves to
point out the great urbanization of the Japanese within the state of
Washington.
As has been stated above the Japanese in Seat_tle

moved in

around

Fifth Avenue, between Main and 1.Jackson. They moved here because no one else
·,!anted this property.

8.Y 1900 a sizeable community was ~irowing but only

three families had homes, the rest lived in their shops or rooming
house~. 57 "Even as late as 1912, there were no Japanese east of Eighth,
west of fourth, north of Yesler, or south of Jackson."58 The appendix
contains maps showing the areas of the Japanese population in Seattle
and its 9rov1th over a forty-year period.
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TABLE V
RELATION BETWEEN THE TOTAL POPULATIDN OF THE JAPANESE IN THE
UNITED STATES, THE STATE OF WASHINGTON, AND THE CITY OF SEATTLE

Year

United States
2,039*

1890

Washington
360*

Seattle
300*

1900

24,326

5,617

2,990

1910

72,157

12,929

6,127

1920

111,010

17,387

7,874

1930

138,834

17,837

8,448

1940

126,947

14,565

6,975

Reference:
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As they moved outside this community the.v followed the
primary routes of travel.
the

World War I led to the demand of many of

services provided by the Japanese such as hotels. dyeworks.

and restaurants.

This caused a 900d deal of prosperity to come to the

Japanese community and growth developed.

This boom didn't last long

however b~cause the 1921 Alien Land Law and Immigration Act of 1924,
ruined not only many farmers but businessmen rel.ving on the inflow
of new immigrants.
From 1924 to Evacuation, the Japanese slowly continued to
move outside the original community primarily because of a growing

adaptation to American life, thus lessening the need for the security
of the ethnic ghetto.

When the present site of the Yesler Terrace

Housing ProJect was cleared. many Japanese families were compelled to
find homes in some other part of the ci t_y. 60

The early urban Japanese were rarely employed in factories

and workshops.

This was because few had migrated from cities with

comparative experience and other migrant workers competed strongl_y
against them in this field.
those of another raceo

Also union preJudice existed against

Anti-Chinese preJudice at first carried over

to the Japanese to a dc9ree but 11 because of men such as Governor McGraw

and Judge Burke 9 the Japanese were allowed to go largely unmolested. 116 1
Lastly, and clearly interrelated with preJudice was the traditional
idea that factory work waswhiteman's work, an idea often reinforced b_y
the unions.62
Jcp,rnese were most

successful at domestic work and as day work--

ers in the cities) mainly because they were 1·ml1 organized and on hand
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for quick service.

A bellboy Job was more readily obtainable

in Seattle than San Francisco 1 due to little union preJudice.

In

fact about a third of the nearly 3i000 Japanese in Seattle around
1900 were engaged in performing personal services. 63

Many of these

were students while others were individuals \tho had come over to
go to school but had quit for various reasons.

The needs of these laboring Japanese had to be met.

Because of

discriminating tastes on the part of both whites and Japanese many
services were started to cater to the Japanese' needs.

Boarding

houses were the first to grow followed quickly by groceries and
produce stands, barbershops and entertainment facilities such as
poo 1 ha 11 s. 64
Rooming houses were be9un to compete with the whites and
to serve fellow countrymen. At first these were simply houses
which were leased with rooms subleased to boarders to make a
'hotel'.

Although man_y of these earl_y 'hotels' were simply brothels,

this quickl.v changed as both Seattle and the Japanese community grew,

By 1917 the best hotels for working

raising the demand for good rooms.

men of all races were nearly all under Japanese management. 65 An
interesting account of one Japanese family and its ~xperiences as a hotel
landlord can be found in the book Nisei Dauq~ter, by Monica Sane •.

- - -·----"---

The early businesses focused

011

the central district of

thl~

Japanese community. This t-:as partly due to preJudice against Japanese
competition but prir11arily because of early ethnic 9h~t.to needs of
SC!Curity

cau-;ed by unfamiliarity in the larger foreign group.

Japunese

entered into aln~st every form of r~tdil and wholesale business associated
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~;ith normal community development. 66 They began with small
independent shops formed by one or two people, and gradually built
them up over a period of years. They didn't usually hire outside help,
a fact which led to a limitation on the size of the business. As

above, the ken differences and pressures had a great deal to do with
who the customers were and therefore the success of a business.
No personal animoiities caused this, Just old desires to help

those from a similar ken. 67
These businesses were usually started on savings made from
working on the railroads or in the sawmills. Obviously there was little
capital and the importance of the existence of these little businesses
has perhaps been exaggerated by their number.

Most were so small as

to be inconsequential, havinq a very small volume of transactions. 68

In fact few were able to expand their business activity. to any great
extent by themselves.
In order to get more capital a tanomoshi was formed.

Since

banks were reluctant to loan money to Japanese they resorted to this
t'{pe of loan club.

The promoter gathered people around him who were

interested in lo~ning him money and in eventually borrowing some for
themselves.

Each put into the pot an agreed amount of money. The

promoter tuok the first pot, agreeing to pay back what he took plus
a ~:mall sum.

Thor~

timr each rne,nber of

on th~

m:Jllt}Y ~

\•/JS

no interest rate, per se. Over a period of

the tanomo~.hi

was given

the opportunity to

the bid bei 119 the amount he was

\'Ii

bid

11 i ng to pay to get to

use thr.? inorley.

Hhen all had the opportunity to use the money the club

wes dissol~2d.

fhis means of gdtherin9 capital was ouite importarit until

circund

the .:{lrl v 1920' s. The largest hote 1 enterprise ever attempt~d
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the Japanese in Seattle and which later failed, i_nvolved some
$90,000 and was financed in this sociable way. 69
by

One Seattle businessman of significant note, and who undoubtedly used the tanomoshi at various times, was Masajiro Furuya.
He could be described as one of Seattle's first Japanese business
tycoons.

Furuya came to Seattle in 1890, at the age of 28, trained

as a tailor.

He opened up a women's tailored clothing shop and within

two years he launched into a major mercantile business.

William

Hosokawa describes his activities thus:
In time he occupied a six-story building in dovmtown Seattle,
had wholesale and retail import and export di.visions, provided
a large percentage of Japanese provisions consumed in the
Northwest, opened branches in Portland (1895), Yokohama (1898),
Tacoma (1900), Kobe (1903), and Vancouver B.C. (1904). In
1907 Furuya organized the Japanese Commercial Bank, and si.x
years later he purchased control of the Oriental American
Bank .... His bank collapsed during the depression ... he lost
control of his other busJeesses in the aftermath and died in
California in obscurity.
By 1906, Seattle's Japanese business community consisted of:
I

45 restaurants, 20 barbershops, 20 bathhouses, 20 laundaries, 30 hotels,
4 groceries, l bakery, 2 meat and.fish markets, 2 shoemakers, 1 shoe store,
drug store, watch and jeweler store, 5 t.ailor, 2 dentists, 1 optician, 3
physicians, 4 interpreters, and 5 general merchandise stores.
also a small Japanese hospital.71

There was

These business places were catering to

the approximately 5,000 Japanese living in the city as well as those
who were ltvtng on the farms surrounding Seattle.
Rumors circulated that the Japanese wouldn't support local
white businesses.

These were obviously prejudices from white business

competitors and when the truth was made known, quickly discarded.

The average Japanese imported from Japan only
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eleven percent of his daily needs, 1..-Jhatever they might be.

The

other eighty nine percent of his daily living requirements came
from the United States.

All of his clothing was purchased locally

and only thirteen percent of his foodstuffs were of foreign origin. 72
One source is quoted as stating that money sent to Japan not including
money to purchase goods was about $3,000,000 annually but the figure
obviously includes the entire American--Japanese community in the
United States. 73 The reason for this export of money is understandable.

Most early Japanese laborers were pretty sure that they would

be returning home someday and frequently they were supporting families
in Japan.
In 1907, the Gentlemen's Agreement was put into effect and
the Japanese community lost a good portion of its heavy inflow of
immigrant laborers.

The strictly ethnic oriented businesses couldn't

survive very well now.

Some remained, but significantly many now openly

sought competition in the larger market.

Most of the tailors, jewelers,

barbers, fish markets, laundries, and restaurants gradually catered more
and more to whites.74
This competition brought problems to whatever harmony had
previously existed between the white community and the Japanese
commu,-1ity.

Seattle's white businessmen began complaining of unfair

competition where they were directly confronted with a Japanese
business of similar service.

The Retailer's Grocery Association

began active opposition to the Japanese and in fact attempted a supply
boycott until they realized the Japanese would only get stocks from
elscv:here.

In 19i4, they even started a petition to "prevent membets
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of all colored races except American Indians and Negroes born in the
United States, from bE!corning citizens of this country or engaging
in business in any capacity in the United States in competiti.on with
citizens in this country. 75 With the outbreak of World War I and
11

the need for so much in the way of services, thls agitation
momentarily subsided.
The increase in the number and size, and general improvements
in the methods and equipment of Japanese laundries also caused concern
among non-Japanese in Seattle, who were hard pressed t6 compete
when the low wages of the Japanese were taken into account. ·A
Japanese 1aundryman usually worked 66-69 hours per week while a
white man worked 55-60 hours per week and at relatively higher
wages.

To fight this the whites publicized the names of patrons of

Japanese laundries and appealed to them to discontinue that
patronage.

Advertising was undertaken and permits were denied for new

steam laundries. 76 The Japanese began substituting the dry cleaning
business for steam laundries and were successful because of the
small capital i.nvestments needed and the ability of the family to operate
a business without hiring employees.7 7
!Jr:derselling was the predoniinant complaint at all_ levels by
competing whites between 1909 and about 1921.

Although the Gentlemen's

Agreement had stopped the laboring class from emigrating, other classes
of Japanese still came and they too had needs which had to be serviced.
ConsequGntly tht~ competition with and catering to whites, though
significant in certain businesses, was still not the largest part of
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most urban Japanese' concerns until after 1924. With the advent of
better rail and automotive transportation many small Japanese merchants;
even before the stifling Immigration Act of 1924, lost their patrons
and had to quit.

The car made it easier for the farmer to go to

town to shop rather than rely on the traveling or local Japanese
merchant.

The Japanese farmer used his ·new found mobil it.v to

shop at pla.ces where he could get the best quality merchandise
ut the lowest prices ar.d obviously few one-family stores were able
to nffer such ,-:ierchandise, so the farrr.er went to the larger white
owned stores.

Besides, doing business with the whites' establishments

was a good way to win good will and allay race preJudice.
The c~xpansion was shortlived however, \-Jhen in 1921 the
Alien Land Law was passed taking away the right of aliens to even
lease land.

Despite the fact that by now much business tvas carried

on with whites, Japanese businesses and agricultural enterprises
still made a fairly singular continuous production line to the con~
sumer. 78 With the land law in effect Japanese farmers began losing;
their leases and more businesses became defunct.

79

Some of the irrimigrants
beqan to return home, unable to make a living from farming or business. 80
One business which never lost money and in fact 9rew significantly

from 1919 \vas that of gambling.
entertainment was in demand.

By 1919,with so many Japanese inhabitants,

Garnbling houses sprang up

in Seattle to·

satisfy the desires of the Oriental populace. One of the more notable
~:ambling clubs was the Tokyo Club.
These clubs were set up as business enterprises with elected
officers 2,s 1.-Jell as the usua 1 strong-arm boys and body guards 9
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all of whom drew salaries. ChoJiro Itami headed the
Tokyo Club from 1919 until 1927, building up a surplus of
$250,000. Yasutaro Yasuda succeeded him and was president
until 1931 when he died violently und~r mysterious circumstances
said to be connected with a power struggle within the club.
The Tokyo Club was credited with feeding and sheltering
countless Issei bachelors down on their luck, lending mone_y
to businessmen, merchants, farmers whose credit was d~bious,
supporting Japanese cultural programs, underwriting American
tours by Japanese entertainers, and even helping Japangye
students in American universities with their expenses.
In 1924 the most devastating blow to the Japanese community
was struck.

The Immigration Act of 1924 was passed dissallm·ling anymore

O~ientals to enter the United States.

It auickly affected both the

economic and social fabric of the Japanese community.

The community's

economic structure had been geared to expect a constant flow of
immigrants.

Now the tight economic interdependency of the community,

still of great significance up to now, had to be dissolved in favor
82
of integration for economic survival.
The Japanese quickly recognized
that theit economic livelihood lay with the second.American born
generation, the Nisei.
The peak of the pre-World War II Japanese births came in 1921.
The result was that the late l930's saw an increasing number of Nisei
finish schcol and begin seeking employment. 83 White collar Jobs
were desired most. This fact was reflected in the colleges where a
disproportionate number of Nisei registered in business courses.
"It was felt by doing so a person could establish a business and become
relatively independent." 84 This emphasis on the business Job was
related to the feeling that 'big money' v,as easier to m&ke in business
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than in farmfng.

Rivalry for status also pushed some this way in the
belief they would attain better jobs. 85 Although there was largely

a single class interest and apparently little class consciousness
on the basis of wealth among the Japanese, obviously the feeling for
status did exist. 86
The vocational interests of the Nisei were wide.
lists them as four trends:

Robert O'Brien

Hotel management and small retail trades

and service occupations of dyeing and cleaning, mechanized agriculture,
professional services limited to the Japanese community, competition
with other college graduates in music, commercial art, entertainment,
and journalism.87
It became increasingly difficult to get a job within the
Japanese community for various reasons.

One prime reason was the

fact that the population, which was at 8,448 in 1930, was declining.
Some sought jobs in Japan or with large Japanese firms with offices
in ,~merica.

These companies were usually welcome by the whites for

the trade they brought, unlike the local Japanese businesses which
competed with whites. 88 But these Japanese corporations didn't offer
an escape from job discrimination since many Nisei found themselves
worse off than the native Japanese or the Caucasians who worked for
these corporat"ions at good wages.

Besides, by the late 1930's "American

education was no longer 'in demand. 1189
The problems facing a Japanese attempting to attain a job with
equal pay ;;ind stature to his white contemporary became increasingly
difficult.

By 1940, considering his education, it was obvious that
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a Japanese seeking a job had few opportunities equal to his training.

Most of the highly salaried technical and professional vocations

were efther closed to Japanese or at best they were limited to practice
among their own ethnic group. 90 J&panese in agriculture, due to
inconsistent efforts at enforcement of the Alien Land Law of 1921,
had generally managed to maintain themselves at a reasonable if not
always highly successful economic level.

In business, however, the

Issei's shops which were somehow able to stay in operation were all
too frequently mired in poor business practicas.

The increasingly

predominant Nisei were taking over a sorry state of economic
affairs precipitated by debilitating family ties and traditions on
the onehand and Caucasian prejudice and discrimination on the other.
Six months after World War II broke out, these community economic problems were settled by powers beyond the control of any
Japanese.
Roosevelt.

Executive Order #9066 was signed by President Franklin
It ordered the evacuation of all Japanese living within

certain designated military areas along the West Coast.

Issei and

Nisei alike were ordered to sell whatever they couldn't take with
them 'in a trunk or store with a Caucasian friend.

By the end of

World Har I I v:heri the Japanese were a11 owed to return the Nisei were in
control of the economy of the community and the old economic problems
related to the Issei-Nisei conflict were rarely raised again.
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CHAPTER IV
THE JAPANESE-AMERICAN COMMUNITY
I.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE JAPANESE-AMERICAN COMMUNITY
A good percentage of the early immigrating Japanese were

students alone in a new world totally different than the one they
left.

Many of them were sons of old Samurai, full of ambition,

with little means of support, but eager to obtain an advanced
education.

Following closely behind the students came common

laborers, eager to accumulate as much money as possible in a short
period of time and then go back home to Japan as relatively wealthy
men.

In fact, the newly arrived Japanese immigrants had more dollars

per capita than the Italians, Irish, Jews and Greeks.when these groups~·
first arrived in America as immigrants. Only the English and Germans
surpassed them. 1
There were no families among the groups of students and
very few among the laborers.

The typical early laborer was a

bachelor who usually lived near what is now Jackson Street in Seattle,
where rents were cheapest.

Their s~rvices were sought by working

class whites er they could easily seek jobs for themselves.
By i900, a s"izeable community was growing in Seattle and the general
Puget Sound region.2
As the ,years progressed the 'get rich quick' idea gradug.lly
receded to the back of the mind, although ft was hardly forgotten.
This was partly due to the Gentlemen's Agreement which changed the

t,ype. 0f ili1migrant to a m0re stable element and partly due to the
growth of famllies which caused the Japanese to seriously consider
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the question of staying in this new land. 3 The early 'Pioneer
Era' as many writers have ca 11 ed the era beh\leen the mi d-1880' s and
1907, gave way to the 'Settling Down Era' which would last until
1924.

Families were emphasized during this time and the Japanese

in America built communities frequently nicknamed 'Little Tokyo'.
The Alien Land Act of 1921 and the Immigration Act of 1924
caused many immigrants to return to Japan.

Those that remained found

themselves seriously evaluating what stock they might have in a
future in America.

Their thinking led most of the Issei to settle on

their Nisei_ children as the main asset for future success.

This third

period of Japanese in America has been called that of the 'Second
Generation', spanning the years of 1924 to 1941. 4
By 1939, the Japanese population of Seattle and Washington
had decreased from 8,448 and 17,837 to 6,975 and 14,565 respectively.
The depression had wiped out the one community bank.

Many had returned

to Japan because they were tired of facing increasing prejudice
in seeking jobs in a depression riddled economy.

More went to

Caiifornia to join the large majority of Japanese in America, findi.r19 solace in numbers.

The tight community of Seattle and its
Puget Sound environs shrank and greatly dispersed itself. 5 This
•:hl:l.pter

wi 11 analyze how and why the Japanese community developed

as it did--uniquely close-knit and largely self-supporting.

Professor

Shotaro Fra.nk Miyamoto in 1939 said:
They are community builders, .. they are not so individualistic
as they are communities ... they seldom adjust to .l\merican life
1";>:cept in groups, so understanding their community is 2ssential
to understanding the individual ... 6
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In 1900 the male to female ratio of Japanese in the United
States was 15 to 1 • 7 Families were few and as the men found themselves
staying away from home for longer periods they began to desire wives.
Traveling back to Japan to marry was one way to rectify the situation.
Arranging a marriage by photograph and having the young woman travel
to America became the more usual way.

This involved less expense and

enabled the man to continue earning at a job while a1'1aiting his
bride.
The 1907 Gentlemen 1 s Agreement did not restrict women in
any way but did make it considerably harder for the large numbers
of laboring men to leave America and be able to return again.

In

the decade and a half following the 1907 agreement, the picture-bride
method became the most expedient way to get women from Japan.

The

idea was really not so unusual when one considers that the Japanese
were accustomed to marriages arranged without any direct participation
by the young people.

Churches, the Japanese Association of Marth

America, and kenjin kai, or prefecture organizations, all took the
place of friends and relatives as the go-between.

The prefectural

associations were simply a means whereby those people from the
same region could retain associations.

Due to centuries of social

immobility in Japan real variations in dealects and social
characterictics developed.

The prefectural associations functioned

as trenendously important soc-ia1 aids to the Issei.
arrange m<lrriages was one way.a

Helping to
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These picture-bride marriages didn't always work out.
Some couples found that one had deceived the other through trick
photography.

Some women v1ere brought over to become prostitutes.

Occasionally a young vmman would be overcome by the number of
unmarried men and take advantage of the fact, leaving her husband
for another man.

In these instances the second man usually settled

matters by paying for the woman's passage as well as. a small sum on
top, presumabiy for ego damages.. 9

By 1920, when the Ladies Agreement was enacted putting a
halt to picture brides, around 57% of all eligible Japanese tn
America were married.lo The sex ratio had diminished considerably
and would continue to do so as the new children grew up and the remaining Issei bachelors either returned to Japan or passed away.
(As of 1960, there were 89.9 men to every 100 women, partly due to
brides of American servicemen.)11

Over the years Seattle had about

l ,500 picture-brides who in their kimonos were rushed from the
ships to a dressmaker and shoe-salesman for an American style outfit.12
In fact, throughout the United States about one third of all
rr:arriages between Japanese were of the picture--bride style until 1921.
As marriages and families increased, the migratory habits of
the bachelor laborer gave way to that of settlement and stability.
The newly married couples, if they didn't live on a farm, usual)y
estab1ished their first homes in hotels and rooming houses, private
homes being practically nonexistant.

Many of these couples eventually

leased 1a rge houses and rented severa 1 of the r·ooms to other
f aini 1 i es. 13
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Although settlement was taking place, a feeling og
impermanence remairied.

The idea of making money and returning

home relatively wealthy with high prestige still remained in the
minds of many Japanese.

It perhaps held back assimilation at least

in some instances, as much as prejudice from the white community.
Forrest E. laViolette~ a Canadian Sociologist, states that "while
many Japanese couldn't make up their minds whether they
were going to stay forever, they were not willing to help build
up their community ... 1114 nor assimilate into the larger Caucasian
community.

It caused the Japanese to attempt to retain as much

of their heritage as possible and so affected their way of family
living and the upbringing of their children.
There were few if any differences between the Japanese
family struct(,rc in Japan and the Issei families in Ainerica.

The

description that follows could be used to describe the Japanese family
in both places.

Basically the Japanese family was extremely patriarchal.

As LaViolette says, the head of the house was a
living symbol of the past and the functioning representative
of the dead. Around him were organized the observances, obligations,
and attitudes of ancestor worship ... he was the final source of authority. 15
The women were inferior to the men and were expected to provide a male
heir and to live a servile existence subserviant to the rest of the family.
It was to escape this servile relationship with the mother-in-law in
particular that many willingly can~e to America. 16 Most Japanese women in
America were ten years younger than their husbands which might be one
other reason contributing to the husbands' patr~archal role.
The children of Issei were called Nisei, a term roughly meaning the
first generation botn in America.

One didn't necessarily have to be born in

the Unit,~d States to have the term applied.

Simply being educated
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and therefore acculturated here rather than in Japan and hence
developing a predominantly Occidental outlook was sufficient.
group, though born in America was called l(ibei.
who were sent to Japan to be raised.

Another

These were children

Perhaps their parents were too

poor to give to them adequate care or the children were somehow
an economic handicap.

Some parents of Kibei simply wanted their

children to have a Japanese education.

A third group was called Hansei,

which meant they were a 'half-first' generation.

These Japanese came

to America when they were in their early teens with basic Oriental
personality traits well established.

Significant to all of these titles

was the fact that they were primarily indicative of an attitude and
not necessarily a physical appearance. 17
Although some features of the Japanese family such as its
size wer~ changed due to the influential American way of life and
economics, 11 the least effected was the usual degree of dominance
and control by the parents over the children. 1118 Living near
Seattle's worst criminal zone and with parents working long hours it
is an amazing fact that in one ten year period of 1920 to 1930,
the annual reports Qf the Juvenile Court in Seattle did not
note a single case of a Japanese child fl~ied for delinquency,
or pl aced as court ward for dependency •.
According to LaViolette the Nisei childhood was generally
that of neglect by the parents.

This neglect was precipitated by

the long working hours of the parents struggling to overcome economic hardships.

One may wonder why so little delinquency occurred.

Miy~moto states why when he says . 11 family control is net
mere pare:ntal control but community control as well. 1120

In
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other words, the entire community, because of its customs of
respect and physical size and proximity was able to act as a
check on behavior.

Anxiety, out of fear that the child might ruin

the family name, not

be

a 'good Japanese', or fail to achieve the

proper manners and emotional control caused parental authority to
be strict when levied.
The age difference between a child's parents sometimes led
to broken homes.
There were 277 divorces in King County between 1890 and
May 15, 1938. The great majority of decrees were granted to
women, only 48 plaintiffs were. males. Between 1890 and 1910,
7 divorces were granted, whereas during the next 20 years there
were 230 divorces.21
Speculation that there were children involved in some of the divorces
only emphasizes how dominant the community was as a behavior shaping
force.
The Japanese were ~elped to a limited degree by the local
churches "in finding some of their first jobs and later in raising
their children.

The first religious activity of the Japanese in

America was Christian.

Some had become familiar with it through

contacts in Japan, others as students and domestics in America.

Many

\,1ere Christians in aapan and coincidentally became some of the
most adventuresome people to leave Japan.
consid2red as a way to Westernize.
th2rn 'dfth

Becoming a Christian was

Most importantly it provided

a vrny to get jobs ar.d 1earn EngHsh .22

Young men, unmarried and with few social contacts in the
new v1or1d, often found the Chrtstian churches eager to help them.

Miyamoto states that:
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nothing in Japan is more sacred than the helpfulness of one
member of society towards another and the Chr·istian missionaries
with their practice of benevolent aid endeared themselves to
the young immigrants.23 The Buddhist church in America was weak for two reasons.

One

was the fact that i.t is a faith requiring a home or family environment and in America the mobi.l ity of the early Japanese immigrants
and lack of family rendered this aspect largely impossible to
achieve.

Secondly, it provided no strong organizations for help in

the foreign land.

Particularly in the early 1900 s with immigrants
1

desiring to learn about Ameri.can li.fe and language, the Buddhist
church was unable, or too conservative to help as the Christian
churches did.
The role of the Christian churches as a center of faith per
se was not often achieved.

The Japanese were not very interested in

religion and were preoccupied with everyday living.

Few Japanese

went to religious church services at all and even the Buddhist Church
had practically no ministry nor was any sought.··24 One's faith
was of such little significance that it wasn't unusual to find in
the same family both Christian and Buddhist members.25

Daisuke

Kitigawa says that
l\ l though a vi gcurous effort had been m,:de by Christi ans to
ronvert the immigrant Japanese, and despite the fact that there
was hardly a Japanese who at one time or another had not receiveu
some service or rr.inistrv from the Christian church, the majority
rEmained unconverted.26 ·

S4 nce the Buddhist Church refused to become a social cent~r or
provide help in the English language, the Christian churches became
the social and English language centers.
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Around 1908, the churches of all faiths began to enjoy a
vigorous growth.

The chief functions remained social but as

families grew the churches were given much trust as places for Ameri
canization and moral trafoing which to the Japanese way of thinking
was too lax or altogether lacking in the public schools.�j Ironically,
it was primarily the need for language training which caused the
Buddhist Church to grow in importance at this time, a growth which

was to last until World War IL

The language training was not English

however, it was Japanese. The Issei gradually found themselves
in literally a communications gap with their English speaking
children.

Usually speaking poor English themselves, they saw the

solution in requiring their children to learn Japanese. The best
source and most convenient place was the Buddhist Church.
These language schools expanded greatly after the 1924
Immigration Act.

Prior to this act even many older people had denied

the use and importance of the Japanese language. After the passage
of this prejudicial act many Issei became uneasy about remaining in
America and more yearned to return home, leaving their children
to continue whatever family business was established.

To communicate

two and sometimes three generations of a family had to speak or at

least write Japanese.

Thus the language school provided not only

language instruction but helped to maintain social solidarity and
cornmunity mora 1e .28'
In 1908 the schools moved from Buddhist churches to a
consolidated school called Kokugo Gakko, or Country Language School, the
name bQing used as early as 1902 on a particular school on the second

floor of the Stetson Building79

By 1925, the school had moved to
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1414 Weller Street and had 1,002 students and 24 teachers.

The

teachers were practically all graduates of normal schools in Japan
and had several years teaching experience there at the elementary leve1. 30
The school was in session normally two to three hours a day and the
children attended after their regular public school day was over.
Obviously with so much_ time alloted more than language was
taught.

As well as 1earning 1anguage the chi 1dren were expected

to learn Japanese history and social customs, furthering closer
ties between the generations.31
The Japanese had always been supporters of public education.
Whereas the private schools they established were primarily a result
of a communications gap and later as a means of establishing social
solidarity to combat outside prejudice, the public schools were
recognized as the most important tool if Americanization were ever
to occur.

Compulsory public education for the primary levels had

existed for som~time in Japan and the immigrants knew the help it
could give them and their children in learning about America.

Some

families did send their children back to Japan for an education.

When

these children returned to America they were called Kibei and normally
had an Oriental outlook which often resulted in a poorly adjusted
individual whenever he was among his Americanized peers.32
To attain a good American education was highly desirous partly
because of the st&tus it carried and especially because of the
economic level it would hopefully lead to.

A study made in 1906
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reported that thirty Japanese were attending Seattle High School
(later changed to Broadway High School, then Edison Technical
Institute, and now a branch of Seattle Community College).

Four

Japanese had graduated from tr.e University of Washington by 1906.33
Due to de facto segregation the Japanese were able to feel
that the schools were a community affair.

As a consequence many

mothers became active in their support, particularly at the
elementary level.

According to Miyamoto:

In 1920 when plans 11,ere being laid for a new school building
in the community to replace the old Main Street School, the
community offered to raise the sum of $10,000 to aid in its
construction. School officials had to refuse of course, but
the Japanese gave an expensive moving picture projector.34
In the 1930 s the high school age group of Nisei became
1

significant.

Most of the Japanese students in Seattle went to

Broad\'1ay, Garfield, or Franklin.

The parents carried on little

active associ atic,n with the schoo 1s at the secondary 1evel primarily
because the schools encompassed greater regions than the elementary·
schools, thereby including a greater white student body.

The Issei, with

their language difficulties, felt less comfortable in such a varied
group and were less active here than at the elementary level.35
Between 1930 and 1940 five of the twenty class speakers at graduation
were Nisei who with fellow Japanese made up only one tenth of the
student body. 36 The Nisei had nearly three times as many high school
valedictorians and honor students as their percentage in the school
population.

There was a higher percentage of Nisei attending school

at a11 ::i.ge 1eve 1s than any other ethnic grqup. 37

I I.

ISSEI--N ISEI CONTROVERSY

As the Issei settled into their comnunit1es they found their
problems were only beginning.

The second generation shortly became a

large faction to be contended with.

After the 1924 Immigration Act was

passed there occurred a very rapid decline of foreign born Japanese
coming into the community.

The consequenc~ of such an acute break in

the inflow of new immigrants meant that after a short while the
Japanese found themselves at two poles, the old Japanese world
and the new Americanized.world.

With relatively few middle aged

persons to bridge the gap at least chronologically, friction grew
throughout the twenties and thirties.

The community remained in the

control of the Issei up to the beginning of World War.II but by then
this was tenuous at best.38 (See Table IVand Table V, page 82 for concise figures on Japanese in the state of Washington.)
The age differences served to accent the cultural differences.4O
The Issei couples had worked long hours to achieve economic security.
The result was to seriously neglect or even ignore what was
happening to their childrens' attitudes about ways of life.

The

language schools and church activities served at best as stop-gap
measures.

The Issei enjoyed 'Little Tokyo' partly because it was so

close-knit and rigidlY,controlled by the old world mores and customs.
l~ith their increasing numbers and age the Nisei more often found community
life both stagnating and confining.41: Moreover, there were the
misfHs, the Kibei, \'!ho though young and a minority among their
peers, tended to repeat and reinforce the attitude of the Issei rather

f\hhough not Japar,ese in the cultural sense, the Nisei did
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not fail to recognize that they were Japanese in race.

Cul-

turally they were largely American and vlithin their families they
served as the bridge between the Issei and America.

The Issei

depended upon them for legal reaso~s, most notably as trustees
for land which the Issei put under Nisei names so that the state could
not accuse them of being an alien owning land which was illegal.
When a Nisei began earni~g educational awards it was not unusual to
find his parents feeling somewhat inferior, though proud. 42
This cultural 9ap was accentuated in still another
Economic dependence by the Nise·i on the Issei for jobs because of
discrimination elsewhere, became quite prevalent during the later half
of the

'1930's..

It was at this time that more and more Nisei came of

age and competed for jobs against their white American peers, too
frequently finding themselves rejected because of race.
was no guarantee to open doors.

Even a degree

This difficulty of dependence in-

creased because of both the cultural gap and the decreasing numbers of
Japanese in both Seattle and the entire United States.4 3 Custom
required that the eldest son carry on the family business or farm but
the Americanized Nisei often didn't choose to do so.

Ironically

he was often forced to this out of economic necessity v1hich lead to
a paradox of frustration and comfort.44

Innumerable generation conflicts 1.,1cre a1so caused by the
processes involved in contracting a marriage.

As Forrest LaViollete

says:
The Japanese and American ways of setting up new families
are so different that uhat one does and says during this situation
reveals in part the extent to which one is Americanized.45.
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The old Japanese way used the go-between who acted as representative for both parties.

The American style of courtship was new to

the Japanese and raised the serious question of female status as well
as conflict between generations over the degree of control the Issei
could exercise as Nisei entered adulthood.

In the rural areas, with a

limited degree of isolation remaining, the tendency was to follow the
old world pattern.

The generational battles were most immediate in

the urban centers.
In America companionship was emphasized for marriage.

In

Japan the female v1as completely subservient to the dominant male.
As a consequence of the Nisei gradually emphasizing the American way
the women began in turn to redefine their own ideas on the
qualifications of a husband.

Some of the Nisei girls openly

expressed a liking for American rather than Nisei boys because the
American boys seemed more courteous and thoughtful .46

In

Washington, with a Japanese population in the l930's of between
14,000 and 17,000 only four Nisei males and four Nisei females

were recorded as having married non-Japanese over a period of ten years.
f\11 four men married v1hite girls.

Of the women, or,e married a second

generation Chinese, one a Negro, one a Filipino, and the fourth
a Caucasian.

Only three Issei, all males, had ever married non-

J~panese women.

Interracial marriage was prJhibited by law in all the

Wester~ states but Washington.47

The actual wedding ceremony and following celebration brought
fo~·ther ;Jrob 1ems.

In J3 pan thE.re \•,1ere extensive rules regu1 a ting prac-

tices of giving gifts.

In America the cultural pattern lacked this
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precisneness of definition relating to wedding attendence and
gift giving.

In the United States, the Japanese wedding tended to

become large community functions which sometimes caused embarrassment or hardship on persons invited because they would be obligated
to give a gift to someone relatively unknown. 48
The Issei--Nisei conflict came to a head at the outbreak of
the Sino-Japanese War in July, 1937.

Most of the Issei, failing to

learn English well, relied totally on the Japanese language newspapers
for their information.

In an effort to reach the N·isei, these papers

had seen fit to include an English language section which was largely a
translation of the rest of the paper.

The news which the papers printed

was generally from dispatches sent via short wave radio from Japan
and already edited.

The Nisei preferred to read the American press

and were able to see the discr~pancies.

This resulted in greater

skepticism by the Nisei towards the Issei way of looking at the world,
which naturally agreed with the government of Japan. 49
Donations were sent by Issei to help Japan.
money were reported in the ,Japanese 1anguage papers~

The amounts of
"As far as can

be determined, Nisei organizations refrained from making actual
commitments, leaving it to individual descretion. 1150 Apparently
some Seattle Nisei even openly aided the Chinese. 51 Americans
viewing the Chinese and Japanese communities generally took the
side of the Chinese.

Economic boycotts were begun on Japanese goods.

Since the Americans did not distinguish between Japanese generations
some of the Nisei made appeals to the American sense of fairness
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in order to defeit the boycott.
the Japanese-goods boycott

vJas

Their chief defense was to say that
ruining the American economy because

most of the Japanese were by now Americans.52
By the summer of 1940, the China Incident controversy

had lost much of its intensity.

Other events had grown in importance

and the boycott had also caused much concern among Nisei, th.emselves
divided on Japanese foreign policy.53 Most Nisei were between the
ages of fi.fteen and twenty while many Issei men were reaching retirement age.54 Only 37.3% were foreign born now.
changing within the Japanese community.

Tastes were

Japanese stores were either

expanding and competing on a broader basis than ever before
with the whites or had closed up entirely.

The Nisei began to push

Issei out of jobs because they were better acculturated and could
meet a broader public, a growing necessity in order to economically
succeed in a shrinking Japanese comrnunity.55
Most of the Issei had by now resigned themselves to
spending the rest of their life in America.

Their children were

rapidly entering adulthood and were beginning to assert their own
role in community affairs.

The publi€ schools had acculturated

the Nisei and as a result they were as American in thought, mannerisms,
and speech, as their white contemporaries.

It remained for World

War II and the gallantry shown by the Japanese·-Arnerican soldiers to

prove· to th~ rest of America that the Japanese were indeed 0orthy
/\rneri cans.
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CHAPTER V
PREJUDICE AND THE LAW
The Chinese, who began coming to the United States about 30
years before the Japanese, had felt the flrst blows of anti-Oriental
prejudice.

As the California gold rush slackened, unemployed whites

used the Chinese as a scapegoat for their problems.
ln 1882 an immigration act was passed prohibiting entrance of
any Chinese laborers for te.n years.

The 'Chinese Problem' remained

untiJ 1885, when a poor economy resulted in a great deal of prejudice
against the Chinese.

This outburst of prejudice made itself most

visible at Rock Springs, Wyoming where twenty-eight Chinese were
killed in one night.

ln Seattle over three hundred Chinese were

rounded up and over the next few days nearly all of them were driven
out of town.

Anti-Chinese prejudice subsided after these outbursts.

Chinese immigration declined to almost unnoticeable numbers and more
important, they scattered themselves throughout the United States. 1
~an~

of this anti-Oriental prejudice and discrimination registered

against the Chinese vJas inherited by early Japanese immigrants coming
to the United States and has occurred in varying degrees since that
t·ime.

Hovfever as the Japanese peasant laborers and students began to

arriv~ on the Pacific Coast their numbers were at first too small to
attract much attention.

The general attitude of the American public

was one of indifference or even of favor since in some places other
than the state of Washington, they could replace the Chinese in the
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labor force. 2 Most were not so basically culturally different from
other Americans as many imagined.

Quite often they were Christians and

so held the same values as many Americans. 3 Their language difficulty
was one problem which too frequently caused undue ridicule by
non-Japanese and attracted attention to them as being 'different';
Seeking solace they frequently found it easiest to keep
quiet and retreat to the ghetto where mastery of English was unnecessary. 4
When the Japanese laborers wanted to leave the labor gangs of
the railroads, lumber industty, and farming they headed for the
cities and the ghettos, thus concentrating themselves as the Chinese
had done previously and opening themselves up as an easy target for
biased persons.

Most importantly, as they moved in significant numbers

into t!1e cities such as Seattle, they began to establish families,
something which the Chinese did not do on any large scale. 5
The first protests against the Japanese along the West Coast came
from labor organizations using the argument that the llapanese laborers

were causing the wages to remain low.

Apparently no one thought that

th2 Japanese didn't care for low wages either.

An example of this

disgruntlement in the West occurred in Seattle on April 19, 1900 when
the Seattle Post Intelligencer reported that,
the Western Central Labor Union at a meeting held last night
took action toward the rumors that hordes of Japanese laborers are
being bl"ought into Puget Sound in violation of the United States
immigration laws. They claim that the Japanese question is as
menacing to local interests as the Chinese question was several
years ago. W.G. Armstrong, a labor leader, has written to President
Samuel Gompers of the A.F. of L., asking him to bring the matter
of the restriction to the attention of Congfess. 6
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There were no such immigration laws at that time.
was probably to the Chinese Immigration acts.

The reference

It is obvious the con-

cern expressed here was economic in nature and prejudicial as a
consequence.
Japanese in California experienced the most prejudice and discrimination for several reasons.

Half the Japanese settled in the

cities of San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Bradford Smith, in Americans

From Japan, claims that California politics were Southern oriented and
thus the Japanese were the coloreds 7 Carey McWilliams, noted
1

1

•

sociologist, has written in Prejudice and Brothers Under the Skin,
that most of the 1abor 1eaders vvere Irish and therefore clannish.
The Irish were discriminated against at this time on the East
Coast so they took out their feelings on the Japanese living on the
West Coast. 8 Still another reason for the growth of prejudice is
Mc\4illiam's theory that Japan may have planted some of the bad
'

rumors about Japanese to increase the American agitation and thus gain
popular support of the claims by her own imperialist government. 9
Beca.use the Japanese community was considerably smaller in
Wvsl1ington, even though concentrated primarily in Seattle and its

environs, the agitation that occurred was relatively insignificant in
so far as physical measures are concerned.

California led the way and

the other \·Jestern states followed in their own particular ways.

It

was mainly actions taken in California that led to the passage of the
1907 Gentlem~rn•s Agreement.
of

The San Francisco Earthquake, the outcome

the Russo-Japanese War, the school segregation acts taken by the San
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Francisco school board, California politics, and economic competition
all combined to achieve an atmosphere receptive to the suggestion of
this anti-Japanese act.

The Seattle Chamber of Commerce, a good indicator

of the mood of the business establishment, actually issued a statement
in opposition to the passage of such an act on March 20, 1907, excerpts
of which follow.

For the complete statement, see the appendix.

We recognize that the United States and Japan are bound together
by the ties of trade, commerce, and old friendships within the
past have proved of great advantage of both countries, and if
preserved, contatn ... greater benefits for the future ... any immigration treaty which would discriminate against Japan ... would be
detrimental to the trade and commerce of the Pacific Coast and ...
would tend directly to narrow the field of employment for our
own 1abor ..•
Any nevi immigration treaty putting Japan on a different footing
from that of other nations ... would ... sow the seeds of disagreements, dissension, and strife between the two r.ountries ...
Therefore, be it resolved that ... this Chamber would be against ...
any treaty or ... law, the effect of which would be to treat the·
people of Japan in a manner different from the treatment accorded
to the. people of other ci yil ized powers.
Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions be transmitted to
the President and Secretary of State.10
Thi:; Gentlemen's Agreement was an executive agreement, a significant
precedent for future Presidents wishing to act without Congressional
ap~rova 1 . 11 The Japanese government, knowing further irnmi grati on might
lead to passage of an Oriental exclusion act

by

the United States Congress,

agreed to issue passports to the continental United States, only to
non-laborers, or to laborers who were former residents, or settled
agriculturalists. 12 It did not apply to women or persons holding professional status.

Consequently, the effect was not to greatly limit

but to che1.nge the. type of irnmi grant admitted.
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With the increase of women and the growth of families the
prejudice took on questions. of asslrniJat'[on and amalgamation as well
as the economic aspect. 13 The Japanese were young and so children
were not uncommon.

It became quite easy to show that the number of

bfrths per 1,000 Japanese population was significantly higher than
for white population.

In order to dispell new agitation toward

Japanese in America, Japan agreed to stop giving passports to women who
were considered picture brides as of March 1, 1920. 14 Prejudice and the
law effectively halted any furth_er immigration of single women.

All

that remained was to fi.nd a way to halt Oriental immigration completely.
The Japanese were significantly limited economically when the
alien land lavJs began to be passed, first by California in 1913, and
then by other states including Washington in 1921.

McWilliams

asserts that the California law was pushed by large landowners to
decoy the attention of small farmers away from their own extensive
holdings. 15 Up till the passage of its alien land act, Washington
had no such radical legislation.

In fact farmers in Washington were

often favorably inclined towards the Japanese for their help and knowledge
of horticulture. 16 To be sure, right from the beginning it was the
policy of the state of Washington not to allow aliens to own land but
it 1.vas not meant to be a discriminatory act against a particular soci.al

or ethnic group. 17 When it was admitted to the Union as a state in 1889,
its constitution contained this policy statement in Article II, Section
33, as follows:
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The ownership of lands by aliens, other than those who in
good faith have declared their intention to become citizens of
the United States, is prohibited in this state except where
acquired by inheritance, under mortgage, or in good faith in the
ordinary course of justice in the collection of debts; and all conveyances of lands hereafter made to any alien directly, or in trust
for such alien, shall be void; provided, that the provisions of this
section shall not apply to lands containing valuable deposits
of minerals, metals, iron, coal, or dine clay, and the necessary
land for mills and machi:nery to be used in the development thereof
and the manufacture of the products therefrom. Every corporation,
the majority of the capital stock of which is owned by aliens, ~hall
be considered as an alien for the purpose of this prohibition. 1
Thus, although Japanese could not own land in the state, they
could lease it for any legitimate purpose and the majority of Japanese
tenants had leases extending from five to ten years.
The Japanese-American treaty of 1911, had reinforced the right
of aliens to function ec_onomically pretty much as they desired.

It

stated:
The citizens or subjects of each of the High Contracting
Parties shall have the liberty to enter, travel and reside
in the territories of the otner to carry on trade, wholesale
and retail, to own or lease and occupy houses, manufacturies,
warehouses and shops, to employ agents of their choice, to lease
1and for resident ta l and coinmerici'a l purposes, and generally
to do anything incident to or necessary for trade upon the
same terms as native citizens or subjects, subf~tting themselves
to the laws and regulations there established.
The case of R. Asakura versus The City of Seattle further reinfon:ec:t
the treaty when it was heard by the United States Supreme Court in
1924, three years after Washington passed the Alien Land Act.

Asakura

w~1s a pa:1nbroker whose shop had been closed by a city ordinance disal 1o~ing the privil~ge. of any alien to operate a pawnshop in Seattle. 20
Anti-Japanese feeling had been building up in Washington, as it had
in Cal ifur~ia in 1913.

Perhaps this feeling was related to the growth
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of nationalism which culminated in the isolationism of the 1930 s.
1

The climax came with the Anti-Alien Land Law of 1921.

The American

Legion, along with men like Miller Freeman, Philip Tyndal, Robert Green,
and Co 1. Inglis, were the 1eadi ng advocates of the 1aw. 21 They first
attempted to introduce an initiative bill but it failed to receive the
signatures of the necessary one tenth of the total number of voters
in the state. 22 On January 26, 1921, J.T. Jones and Adam Beeler
introduced an anti-Japanese land bill in the legislature.
"the Legionaires virtually stormed the capital at Olympia.

This time
It is

freely admitted that th_reat and 'intimidation were employed in securing
passage of the bill. 1123 The bill passed the House on February 25 by 71
votP.s versus 19.

It passed th,= Seno.te March 2, and signed by the

Governor March 8, b~coming effective June 9, 1921. 24
The Japanese were lP.asing about 20,500 acres of land not
counting buildings for businasses tn cities at the time of the passage
of the act.

Many had entered farming to escape from discriminatory

employment practices in the industrial labor market.

So closing off

the land was a blow which first appeared to wipe out most of the
Japanese community by taking away their means of economic livelihood.·
ihat was ce:rtainly the idea anyway.25 The leases began to expire.
automatically and by 1923, 27% of the 1921 holdings passed out of Japanese
26
control .
!n the interim of the signing and enforcement of the act many
Japanese purchased or leased their land and stores in their children's
narnes to circumvent the possibility of losing_ completely the right
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to \/Ork for themse1 VQS.

Man,¥ arranged to have friendly ft,mericans

to be their guardians or psuedo employ~rs.

Others renewed their

leases for long terms of time to at least give themselves time to
evaluate their position.

Sadly, there were those who, though they had

worked hard, had not t'1e time to gather enough capital or friends to
27
help them. T'1ese people regressed to the sti.ige of laborers.
As a result of these measures, until 1923 the Japanese stil 1 had
control of much of their pre-1921 holdings.

An arnendme.nt \<Jas then

introduced b,y a Mr. Beeler on January 26, 1923, in the House that was
eventually approved by the governor March 10, 1923.

Section 2a stated

that no Ameri.can 1and owners could help a Japanese keep his farm by
signing for him.

Section 2b stated that if a minor child of an alien

held title then tfle state could assume that he held it in trust for
.

an a l 1e.n.

28

In ei.ther cas_e the state, througl1 the county prosecuting

attorneys, could sue for es.cheatment.

If found gu'ilty the state could

get the 1and and the guard tan or a li.en parents might be made to pay a
fine and/or fmprisonment. 29 As a result there were between fifty to
one hundred accusatfons of escheatment brought forth and three farms
were actually taken.

30, Needless to say, all this persecution caused

r.1any Japanese, both farmers and businessmen, to seek security and

comfort in the ghetto and unwittingly reinforce the prejudices of persons
who accused them of being non-assirnabl~)

or else they left for Japan.

Since most Japanese had come over initially in search of wealth,
fev1 had concerned themselves \.\/ith the idea of beconring a citizen.
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As families grew and the stay away from Japan lengthened, their roots
deepened in 1~merica.

Then as now, many Issei 1:1ho returned to ,Japan

after years in America were not well accepted in that society.

Their

ideas of Japan were outdated with time and never having assimilated
in to the Aineri can culture, they often \<Jere, and sti 11 are, people
without a country. 31

When Issei who remained in America found their

means of livelihood being taken from them, many began to concern themselves
with the idea of citizenship.
The landmark decision of Tokao Ozawa versus The United States
decided whether or not Japanese could become citizens. 32 Ozawa

was born in Japan but brought at a very early age to the continental
United States v1here he grew up, eventually graduating from Berkeley
High School and attending three years of college at the University of
California at Berkeley.

The government's argument was that since he was

of the Japanese race and born in Japan he was not eligible to citizenship under the naturalization laws.

A Revised Statute, section 2169,

stated that naturaiization •vas limited to "free white persons ... and those

of African n:1tivity and desc::rnt. 1133 The courts had to decide whether
o~~awa ~,as .1 free 1vhite person before he \'las eligih'le bJ become a naturalized

citizen.

The decision 1-vas that "the appellant ... is c1ear1y of a ra.ce

1,;hi ch ·is not Cuucas i an" ... therefore Ile could not become an A:r.cri can

citi.;:er. by pri:cess of naturalizi.rticn.3 4· The

c01..n- 1: 1i~er;t

on to state that:

Of course there is not implied--either in the legislation or

in our intcrr:r2tation of it---any ~µggestion of individual unvtortMnciss or rar.ial inforiority . .:> 0
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The only way a Japanese could become an An~rican citizen was by having
been'born in the United States or its territories and thus becoming
a citizen

by

th.e force of jus: sol i---the right of citizenship by place

of b'irth. 36
In 1921, after years of anti-Japanese agitation in the Western
states, Senator Hiram Johnson of California organized an Executive
Committee of Western States, "made up 1)f one .senator and one :congressman from each of the eleven Western states to work with the California. delegation in seeking an exclusion law. 1137 The Quota Law of 1921,
had already limited the number of foreign born persons eligible to
enter the United States to a percentage based on those
of the same nationality residing h.ere tn 1910. 38 The aim of Senator
Johnson was to exclude once and for all any more Orientals from the
United States, in particular the Japanese.

Ironically, pro-Japanese

forces led by Dr. Sidney Gulick, had preceded Senator Johnson by opening
the pushing for an immigration quota on Ori:entals.

Their hope was to

secure passage of a quota immigration measure to assure themselves of
some means of entrance to the United States before the anti-Japanese
39
forces in the West could secure passage of a total exclusion bill.
In 1923, Congressman Albert Johnson of Washington introduced an
ir;1migration bill Vihich allowed quotas favor-ing north EuropP.an countries
and prohibiting admissjon of aliens ineligible to citizenship, meaning Orientals. 40 The prohibitive provisions were as follows:
No alien ineligible to citizenship shall be admitted to the United
States unless such alien Ol is. admissable as a nonquota imnrigrant
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under the provisions of subdivisions (b), (d), or (g) of section 4, or (2) is the wife, or unmarried child under 18 years of
age, or an immigrant admissable under such subdivision (d), and is
accompanying or followi:ng to join them or (3) is not an immigrant
as defined in section 3.
Subdivisions referred to are:
(b} An immigrant previously lawfully admitted to the United States,
•.-,ho is returning from a temporary visit abroad.
(d) An immigrant who continuously for at 1east two years immediately
preceedi:ng the time of his appl i:catton for admission to the United
States has been, and who seeks to enter the United States solely for
the purpose of carrying on the vocation of a minister or of any
religious denominations, or professor of a college, acadamy, or
seminary, or university.
(g) An immigrant who is a bonafide student over 18 years of age,
and who seeks to enter the United States solely for the
purpose of study at an accredited college, acadamy, seminary,
or university, ~arti_cularly designated by him and approved by
the Secretary. 4
The bill passed both the House and Senate.

McWilliams asserts

that the vote was an affirmative national, not sectional vote greatly
influenced by the race riots of 1919 and 1921. 42 On May 26, 1924, President Coolidge signed the bill into law.

With the exception of those

orientals who were here and left temporarily, only students, ministers,
and teachers and the families of these three groups could now enter the
United States.
The nation of Japan was insulted to the point of a 11 dangerous
pitch_ of excitement. 1143 The passage of such an obviously pre.judicial
blow came as a shock to a nation which had long ago left its feudal
state and now felt itself equal to any other nation.

To the

Japanese government, seriously concerned if only because the Issei

l 01
were still her citizens, it suggested a lack of national good faith
"in carry"ir1g out th.e Gentlemen I s: Agreement.

It was felt to be a refl ec- .

tion on her national pride and racfal dign'ity.

The principal of \vhether
11

Japan as a nation is or is: not entitled to the proper respect and
consideration of otller natfons 11 was brought to the forefront of her
diplomatic relati:ons with. the Uni:ted States.44
The effect on the Japanese Commun'ity in America was that of
a death blow to its growth th.rough immigratfon.

Every Japanese

community of any size had some household from which the mother or one
or two of the children were permo.nentl y absent as a result of the
exclusion law.

Hhen the exclusion law went into effect so rapidly many

mothers and children were caught in Japan.

Since they were aHens

and their hus.bands or fathers were ineligible to citizenship they
could not enter the United States:. 45 The Japanese immigration was effectively reduced to less than a twelfth of its previous volume. 46
The dependence of the Seattle Japanese busine~s community·on a constant

inflow of new immigrants has been stated earlier.

The decline in

population caused a business depression among business and professional
classes of re$ident Japanese.

In 1925, thirty seven Japanese business

establishments failed in Seattle.

By 1926, stxteen of the "more

important establishments are recorded as going into bankruptcy
or voluntarily closed. 1147
/1.s they were forced out of thefr ghetto to compete
t~ven more with the ~vhites, many sought to join the labor unions, feeling

this w1s a good way to secure a decent job.

The Issei hadn't liked

unions and because of pride, traditional dependence upon the family
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and !)refectura 1 associations, th.ey h.adn I t encountered much of a
need for them.

Now as they moved out i:nto the larger community

in greater numbers they in,:rcasingly sought union membership for
support, security and a better chance for a good job. 48
In order to stifle competiticn the barbers• union~, the plumbers'
union, and a number of other labor organizations had passed resolutions
calling the Japanese a

11

menace t0 .l\:r;edcan civii ization 11 and

their lovi wages and working conditions a.s !!unfair competition. u4g
After having previously sought and v:on the city s favor in kee:ping the
1

Japanese from expanding in the stea.m cleaning business, the unions

turned around in the late twent"i.es and ear1y thirties and began
organizing the Japanese cleaners.

Under Dave Beck's teamsters they

were segr(~gated into a 'Jfm Crow• union Vlhi:.cf1 had the privilege of
paying initiation fees and dues, but not of voting. 50 Teamster Local
195-.J was establish:=d by and for Japanese truck drivers

r.1ainly as a

protection from white teamsters who might see fit to picket them
if they weren I t union members.

The expcrfoncG of organizing the

cannery workers has a1ready b(~en mentfoned.
The Japanese did not resign themselves to whatever fate the

prejudiced businessmen, laborers, American Legionares> or politicians
attempted to foist upon them.

They had constantly atte::1pted battle

age.inst each dtscrinrtnatory measure aimed at thein.

In fact, as Steiner

says:
one of the striking characteristics of the Japanese in America
is thr~ thoroughness of their organizations. PracUcally all of
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the Japanese are bound together in groups of some kind, ranging
from laborers gangs and local business guilds to national
associations. In their tendency to organize and in their
ready response to group control, the Jananese have been equaled
by few, if any, of the European groups. 51
1

As a result of trouble from political personages such as
Mayor Phelan of San Francisco and laborers, the Japanese Association
of North America was founded in 1900 to provide some organization for
the Japanese community.

It was an offshoot of the Japanese Deliberative
Council of San Francisco organized the same year. 52 Its function from
that time until around 1920 was considered semi-official, having performed in a manner often times bypassing the Japanese Consulate.

The

Consulate was the symbol of the Emperor and though he was at the
top of the communities' social ladder, he seldom had any direct
administrative control over the people.

He had to rely heavily on the

local Japanese Association for knowledge of Japanese activities and
feelings. 53
After the alien land laws were passed in many western states·
the Association took cases to court.

It generally failed.

In Washington

it form2d a corporation under the names of several white lawyers,

11

bought

up some eight hundred acres of land and redistributed it to some
Japanese farmers who had lost possession of their land. 1154 Because so
many cases failed in courts throughout the West the association lost a
gre6t deal of Its stature in the community and gradually was dissolved
from lack of interest.

In 1922, Seattle Japanese formed the Seattle

Progressive Citizens League for the purpose of reestablishing interest
in their rights and responsibilities such as th~y were.
9enera ·1 sur:•port this too died.

For lack of

l 04

Over the next several years various citizens leagues were
established in cities with sizeable Japanese communities.

These

were primarily to arouse political interest in Nisei generation.

In

1930, the first biennial meeting was held in Seattle of all these

various associations.
Citizens League.

They joined together to form the Japanese-American

To finance it dues were assessed, with the Emperor

donating one thousand do 11 ars annually, and the Community Chest
thirty-six hundred dollars. 55 Its purpose was:
To elevate the character of the Japanese immigrants; to promote
association between Japanese and Americans; to promote commerce,
agriculture, and other industries; and to further Japanese interests.56
By 1938 there 'dere about thirty-five chapters and by 1941 over fifty cities
had affiliated chapters.

It has since come to be looked upon as the
official second-generation organization. 57
It sometimes had organizational difficulties due to competition
and resentment within the Japanese community.

Buddhists d·idn't

cooperate because they were attempting to develop their own program, particularly among their own prime supporters, the Issei.

Individuals within

the organization competed for power and office, sometimes to the detriment
of the general organization.

Kebei sought their own organization.

Most

interesting was the occurrence of young Nisei businessmen becoming more
interested in a Chamber of Commerce development as their businesses
expanded. 58
Its legal successes were limited but significant nonetheless.
1937, after several years of efforts, the League successfully had the

In
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Cable Act of 1922 amended.

The Ca.ble Act nullifit:d the citizenship of

any ,\merir:-::in f2m,=.le if she married an alien.
Caucc>'.i"ians, Negroes, and Indians.

The exceptions were

\Jith the passage of the anendment

the Nisei females were able to retafn thefr cftfzenshfp rights no
_
.
ma,t .,1..er
wnom
t. hey marri. ed • 59

One other campaign ~hich was notably

successful was to give full citizenship to all Oriental veterans of
Uorld War L

Since almost all of these veteran were Issei, the economic

and social significance cannot be lost.60

When World War II broke out an event unknown in previous
American hi story

1;1as

to occur effecting every 1oya 1 ,Japanese-American,

be they Issei, Nisei, or of the third generation Sanse1.

This was the

evacuation to concentration camps of all Japanese living within one

hundred miles of the: Hest Coast.

It \las a final blow to a people v1ho

for yeats had quietly worked together to 1egitima.tely succeed under
the :,rnr:rican ideals of rights:., respo?1sibilities) and equality.
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jlc~:ce's t.ryinL~ to 1..ecaJ.1, '\•,"itl1 _,\~l'1e -r:.~~-.~.il~y o:f a-1)1>1·0:~chinr~ r;e11~.lity, bcr~r

trHJ U.s. ll.",:oor m0V(~r;,e.1t ca.ten u:p with the Is:,e:l.-Ninei -- G.:'ld v:;.ce
ver3a. -·- ir1 t}1•:~ O.ir::i:1ing dn:rG be-:o~e :Pt:·12:...l Jl0.1. .bor.
I aok y·cu rrc,"'(, t.o
OV(:l""J..oe,k Ol l)la.y d ov::1 tt1e v:tce ve:..... ~tJ. bc(;,2..use ;..~8.sist,3.r.1.ce \var; t:r1.cl..C1 ~"C:G,
-~ ,mw

1

co v:n.,s ai,f:Lr-::r.1Gtion a.nd 1-1elcorr:c. Ro.2e, coc::... c5. on, ir.d:,irr,idati,)a ·wc:""B
no~ necesGc:~1\:{ to a. C.d .J<1.11,1~ese L.::1-,-~cs 1;0 u:-1:ton m8;tber·shir1 rolls.

·Dtit

wrtG u11 er.:1.::-ly D(!p1~c5sion 01..in~:JiOi.. ,-1her1 the r;rcc~~i"liot.:s ;:1t.c~tc r)f i!,y
:fr1,-~hc1·' s i1c:1sb. b.r/~;:;e sent, r:e dot,"•ri to a fa.rt~ily :Z1 ieri.d.' s f,:lr;jj s0::\~'\-1::e:c,~
bet1,'eei.1 J~ui)·~,tr.n a,n~l l:,.,J.~,.aJ_lup.. :So 1)r-.:!alc 1n-;/ bD,cl: ever·y du.y fo:.· a. :~c·," \,'\::e1{~1

Th,;rc

1

thr~1'e ·wo.G a fclJ.c1-1 fro1n ~rn.c0J1,:;,, a yo"-1r1eel.~ I.::;ei o~ o1.dcr t:ii)ei, 'h'l:o [30,.,.tj
in\:.o a 1)ig argl:..r;,ent with ,;r.1 :far:nc:i: fric;.1d ove1~ the r;,:3.y, c;::mi:'..i.t:i.o:;;;., t)i'

wo:rl; or housi:1B or all of th,;;.;0. '.::he 11 13Ji'c.c.1.tor 11 la.:,el.· trtll:,:d. to the
-~/,);:;en. \iho indieat,ed VO.. tjUt: a::::~,~(!Lrient 1·ii ti.1 his "beet'• tt B\.:.t l{~1en ::e :_:-,.::··ol)O;J~;d.. F>- onc.,..d~:. y t¥ox·k rrt.01)1.-:.ar.::c, h·:.~ ,.,.rc~s DJ_l lxy tl:trr.~eli' a11d. 111:.,.c ~ot, t,.,rou:'"1G.
tile !-ic):t day. :~c 1.1::;ubc..hly '-!:-: z no.A~ t~:,:: ~,r;; .7J :fi ::st fJ.:;.~:,(;.r.. e ~ ~ :;,.n l~~·;,,.c:::.:·i C3.
to try orf~5.niz:i:ni on tt.e ,,;s..ee-e:.:~rrJe:r·' ~;:; ~iG.c ot the econoa1ic sct~e::1:e, btlt
/1-:J ¥:::i.s ~:,be fi:cut :C ever kz1e. w of iJ,:;.cl rn~-'_; •
.t:... Jc.,rl y,:,;,_·,;.:..'.J lL~~~,e~. . , rift ..;r I l~ec..:i.r.e r. tJr1i versi;t::_ir ntu1,.:.~I?-t in l937 (?), cesr,c
1,,y c;wr, j_nvolvemcnt in a. -bic.;i.::;,:_:.;,• ,inc mo:c,;;: :::t.cc:es~,f1Jl or.:;an:lzi::--;L~ drive on
I~:;..,bor' s Oe}·~n. 1f. lJnj_o.r. . izatiot1 c.,f tr'cr:.'tcs:tde ·wo::.,l-:e~-:--s \-.r}10, in. su.r.::11eJ.·~),
,n2,n:-:cc. the salmon canne:.,:ies in Al:3. :;La Lc..d bC:,2~1 initiated i.n the e:'.l.:;:ly
30 • a ( ·w:r:t, h ·,;he h.r!lp of Cc.uc""-10:L,,.n l)Ci.,,.,3CE~.ol i'i"'v-r:1 t1he ~Flt~be:ttDCr!' s U. ,i.011)
~)Y e. gro~1p of J:i'ili1Yi.nos. The J.. c1.tJ~.e1· ~D~" "'cl1en '\-,"ere tCf~ dcrn:in~.!.nt n~3..jority
:i.rJ the 5. r.tc'Lu.\;·t-.. rJ's labor fore,~, pr·o~-:1a.iJI.:ir bcc.~tlse tD.e;/ ce. :ne ..!c:.o tl-~e U.S.
:.1.(1.te\· th.n.n ,:,b.e Cl15.r1e~e nnd Jr~1:c,:1.c~;e 1-1ho bad :r&c~/ cd ()n 01.. up to t,hC! et1t.r~r1c-;-;eui" clr-J..~Js in sie:n:tfierJ.nt D.ttrr~1Je:r·G. I pe1--sonHlly ct:l.rjnot 1--ecD. ll
t.:J..ny }~~·io"Jlcd.c;c oi'"' a sint~J.. e Ci:-tir1c~:;~ r;1:J..t.ing the s1.un~1,~~~ tJ..·l.p t() 1\10,s}:£\ [}~.fter
tt~~~ inidd.1~ 30' s, £i.r.cl If.Jsr;i-1~:;~c,ei l'Jibunj.tn, once ·tl1e ~~1~ij0~ ity.;, 11?.cl b,~cc.:,:e, rtt moHt, a. one to th:cee mi.r.ori.ty yis-:,·.-v:i.~ the: ?ilipinos.
1

q..J.co:· ,l\1~·ir~l~ t,i.~c .-~{'.tr.l:/ l7'ili:)in. o~1.c3J)ircd a.11d lcc.1. oL~gs.niz,5..n[s o·ve:.rtu~ce;a. Th.is dou.b·t;.l,Jr;~;l:,r ,-iccele::·at.ed.
the .r1l.,;.H,crJ.cul decllne o-::."' t,h.e ,J:.1.1?•:.:i..11,;sc :Lri the :Lnd.n,,t:.7, a.r,cl ul:::o refJ .. cctcd tbe (lccreasi.nf; (lcrie::c: ·:!~·1cl"..: oi' i~L~ Ir:,;cc:;. .... ;-:i~~;rti. on. tl:is lAl~r.-ti.e•J.lui·
Gou.rce of in.cot1e. B...,r!·., t:~era \'t'O~cc e·r~or~c~r1 I~:;.:.;~:;i ... :f:5.G8~l.. J..c~. . t ~>rbo r;tood to
[:,;~ hu:ct if ·the;/ cou.1011.' t, eo -::.o ,\1r,.D}",..r1 1~.n the surn:~~er, :;c, a "1:":-1·;;:tor~-2. l.tstic" :;elf ... )..n·tcrcBt ,,n:1.s r:-.r1 :i.rr(?01~..:.:?.. rft, ~J.. :::"'t o-::."' tDrJ ruoti'\/~~t~iQ11 ·"1J1cn sori:~: O-:i"
us ._l umred :i.nto the act. with t.l·te }..,i.li:µ:~r.cs.
1

Takt( £i:l~-.ra), n.cfrr i11 tll.e i:'~.J.ect.1\)ts.l\:,:; 1.1ursiner15 ir1 Ci~. .1cr130., •Y:as
w~~ir::;t., and~ G·C:Ol~;_jC !1Iir1rito, r;ti}J.. t:.1 si:~o..t~~,le s.n.r3. doinG ,.;be.t I d.Oi1tt k:-iow·)
i1a.i:; r.o·t :fo.1~ bddnd.
:r. h:,vbrt. h:nc~m cd.thc:c o:.t' thc,,1 _p,~rc,;m,l.l;r, bu-:.: cN·:::cc-tl";!d the s:ttun.t:t en when I learned o.i' tbcL: union facti v:i.ty. ':Phey h~;.d.
G,101--[~1:!
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Fc:icrn.tion of Lnbor, u::. 02,1.~i.:-;.o".:. tnc cor;~c:rv.3.t~i.vc, craft union hie:..~archy
tlli:r:.. i"ic:adeci by a G'J.Y rcfr;rrcd. to oy Johr. L. Lewis us "Old. I.,ae,_y11 Green,
which we.s ap-t t.'l.G v.pt couJ.d. be. T.::.;d and. 1-.'.ir:ato and what they liked. in
lubo~ e.111 ,10..r.1.tcd to (lo l1ere Gtr0.ir_:ht up -:ny r.lley.
1

;~-~ fir;;t, beiLg fu. 11-ti.n:e stt.1der~ts, ,.:c c011ld.r1 't do ra~1c}1 organizine, c-vcn
of ou.rGelves. About all we ;·~2,.d. t::.r::c fo:c wn.n to in::.ir.luate ou:.:-selvc:3 ir..._,o
tl'ie cir·clc of "p1·00~es3i".fe" FiJ_:i,p:tno 1cr;.J.ers. This ·was a tacticc.l necess:tty,· anyway, so we cor:.ccntr-ated o:i int::::::;:•nal polit-icking and learning a
few thincs about ·the politics and. power balcnccs arr.ong the waterfront
u-;-iion::. ( S.:1.iJ.oro Union of the Pacific, LonGShor.::rr,en, 1'l3.::.--ine Firemen,
li':i.shermer., Ship S<::a.J.crs, etc.) tha.t. were soli<lly established and had the
powe:t to help rr,ake o;,... break us as a. union entity. Our worth and usei'ulr,es s d0per,ded not onJ.y on bcins po:,.a::.bly c.ble to delivia!r Kisei-Issei
1;1,:mi:icr:-;bip but alno on our ce;,_pi.lcity to contribute to tl:ie adYancemen-t of
01e:rall u.nion a:i.m3 an,i int.e::::-e;;;ts, not j,~st :p:cotect the Ja.r..ane::.e co:rir,~u.ni ty inte:ccst in the Gah.on pJ.c}~ing inch.rntry.
So r.t the end of the 1937 G,]ason, we m:..cccedcd. in getting Taki ele,~ted
vice prc::;id,:nt and. Georg,~ 11.inG.to, r;-i:rscl::' r..nd or:e other (Yukio Kur.-.z.:noto?)
to the executive boa.rd.
Me2.nwhile; the deep conflict ·oct ,:ecn t.r.1.c cr,:i,ft ( ve:..--ticul) and industrial (borizorrt..9.1) union orr;a::iizi:ng :philo::;02hies had, in the Pr.cific
r;orth·,m::;t, been rs.cing o.her.d of' ~:o.tional ::iched.ul.e. ':'he CIO u;-;dcr L(:Wis
o:::' the I,:in•Jwox-1\ers, rern·e;-;enti:r.g the indust:... ial union con,:::ept., did not
1:iull out or 0 ct e~._pellcd fror.-i tbe .AFL until 1939. Bl.t 'uy tnc fall of
1937, the div:l.Give struec;le v:.,.s o:;:_xm 8.nd fiercely fired with mutual
ho:::;tility at local levels. The Ala.ska. sr.:.n,on cannery wor!u::: question
becBrr:c e:1r.1cshed in all this, w:i.t:-i the help, of cot!.ri:;e, of the inevito.ble
pe::.•:::;onality factors and power cc:n2e~ition a.:1on3 ttoc,2 who hankered to
b0 set up a.o cpoke:::;men and chief protac;onists. T.o.1J J.IJi'L se•·; up one
office for Filipinos a few c.oo:cs from Jir;r:.-.y Seke.:.:nuto' s Courier plant
and anota•'.!r office for Jn:po.r..cse in or adjG.cent to Clarcr:ce Arai' s law
office. We, the CIO-oriented, to0k u:p bo.t;-cle :)ositions on t;he waterfront (at the foot of Union Street or ·i;l:-.e:ceabouts) -- without nr:.tional::i.ct-ic bisection, please note.
0

1

1

Th0 situation therefore :Lnvolved more than unionization. The Is;:;eiNisd. r.ever actn.e.1.1;,r resisted betri::: or(3:-.nized into a ;;,ni.on, c.l thoug;1
mo:;t of them did not. embrace it with w:i.ld 1:x:.ssion. Thc2y acc,~pted the
development as an i.ncvitublity, which it was, and quicl-",.ly re:coenize,i
ttv~ need to become ca.rd e:1.J.:rie:t'G if t.h2~r were to roto.i.n the best; sw:.r:v';l." ,job a:..·cu.nd. The big 0}.J.c,;tion was :fo:i.ch C2.rd--/-,_FL _o:." CIOZ The
f i;;ht to load the anm./'r~r in om.• :favor 1,m::z ',frK::t: :put hca. t a1:d :f,.Cl?:3GU.:te
into the s:i. t.ue.tion. It a.loo i;;ad,'.? lW ter,i:porc:.:..•y and not so temporary
co.lle:i:;e dropouts.
It wasn't ,,mch dif.fcrt::x..t f:i.-,x:1 a politicr:.l co.ir,:paic;n. We had -r..o put
our:':;elv,Js a.c1~os~ t1a f~ood. guy:;, yo1J.r...f; 1)ut ef:fcc·tive, sincere::, 1tnci',;1cdge;->..ble. .Ar1<l rr.r..1;;:c .like ct;rt:).i11 ,vi;"'nc~~;~., ol."" cour5t~ ~ T11e c:p_posit,ion
in·ocnhl? found :tt ;1::,rd to vi.;te uc :::eriou::,ly, at f:i.rst c..r:yway. We
'\-:1:;:rc con:; 1.d..r. ~!"'n.l)ly·
.
you:.nger tl10.,r, ~L.e lca.d~1~a on ..i;;.,,a other s:tC..e, and we
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\tc·~·,~ rH·_,-~. e~·1<~].1--,__;ly t!0;·~vl::-:_c;~,<.i t/·~•.:..-:~ 1-J:_.·:;j~ \•;·c,ri; r1.ot rislrt :tn. .j,._;;,:.1~.:-l!.r~J ~~:·:icy
i...re:i:c :1.}J;·;or;t c.ut,.(,;:~:J:it,).c.:.;...J_j_:r t\;,;;;c.rct:;.. G ..C ~-;-.:.};,IH-~1... t.; J:1·0:·a :iL~iI)o:~~tu.r1t .s.,:ci;o:i:-s
of -t.t.e ~fr',i;,:;.ner:~c -~c::, .·;;~1i'1·:,it.y. r~u-t 1-!F~ ~r::::·nJ~ o:;; ;~7.,~or.iz to :!U"!":. dCi\l:1 the fca:::L)B tf..t.i.? CI 1J b.i.dG ~.r1l~( tLe ccta_L1l~LC.C!r/'(r b~l.i,~=: of ti1.c /\.: I, t}1s.t tte co:r~:_:,.:-i1..;:-:4,1:,:_. .,(:! cc.:nce~. . V(.-.t:t ra:1 of tht..:! ~J~~-~/1~:l~:;(~ c-:,.;~~:~::u.rit,y '1't·ould. tiJ the ·oaJj_\•'1CC to
11

il'l1c l~i ~;c:i rrrin.-:!i}_:J(.t]~s foA~ •!:,h.e ~\:•'I,; "'./\~1~e Cll~l"'{;n.cc
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ou.t.f:i.ts in t:1c ir.-.dur;try.
Eince ~f'ofrn I,. I..!::::i;J.3 ·i..,rn. s 1r~:1·r~:Lnt~ corrt,1."'0ll.e:U "otr'(i con~:id.•.::::able t~r-ic of 1·-::al
Co::~:-,:u.r1i;;;tt1 5.n tl~e ~_.:_-;cct.~icu.l:::..1· 01\~:.-'.~.1.~:.~~ir::_; t~:i..·i ·vC!.:J v..-t tf.t~ ~r:,::.r~o, t.!1~·~ A.FL

....T
cc:~n 't ;~c~-,-i:::;r,i~)c~~, ..11}:c-1·.b:.:~1.. ·wQ

:_Jcrco~:,~:..11~/· 1.:.:.-.:.d. c:ti::'(~ctl.y :.. \:::d.-t-;;-:.2~1ri?.d 1 but
",Jc r~-'-~tt11<1.ll;/ ~·,~ere cor1,~c.~;;.r. cd. ,:5..t-11 tl1C! e:C:fer..:t ·t.i.:~j ::ed. ::..ssl1e rn::.c'irt, J:s.ve 011
ot~.J." o·dtJ. c~1.:::J/J,ign. 01.t:i..... 01;1Jc1r1c:1ts \..:.J.;;o cxr;.1oi·tcd ~Lthc er.otior:;-~l id.erJ.·tificr.:ticn of the I;:;cei vi th -Tc.r:~n, t:,cn c::1 r:~ nil:l:t.:1ry j.::.0 ir. Chi"'o. "h:tch
~:r-t·,~::..·t·e(l up :~lore nn. t5.onultst:Lc ft::c3.ir~[~fi i11 ·tl""1\: Jni~-8..r..C::~•C! co;r.rnu~1i ty a. t t.l1e
t,~L~ne ti'1rin 110.s ":)een ctd;;d:1;ted c,u1;r-:cq_u.t~n.t.~! ';l.. !~I_tl:.c iL:'j\:.1e1,..s i1ore th3.i1 in.feL.,.l ed
~::..-~t "JC 1·ii~r1J co~rJui ttccl to bo~, . (.:ot.·l,i.:"1:?; J;:1y>.:1-1;·).:1<.le e;ou·.::J..G Encl c.. cc~nc::~l c;..nt,i~rr"';_;.::-,.r~ I'OC'tu.r e. r;~D.e .r::~:)v·:ncirJ~J.. :5.t,!r a ~~. a lr..:v-~~l Gf s~.rJl,1:Lst.ic:3. tic>n iu the
'-T;.:~;_i:~:~1.(:;-,r.~ (~OT1~:!liJnl.Jcy beint~ \,;}·1:J:t t~: 1-11.J.. a, ·v.rc ,~::;;1..e up ~"'~ai;:;.st 1"'0~.,.ff,id.:J. ble psyc}1G.i..0gi c:-1.j_ -_.;ect~pon.s.
\".r 1:::.ce

1

(J",1l.y CO'JI1.t21,.. 1-:ivss:i.~0.lr:: ·w.::1,~; t.o i~:J..:c•:) o'l1~:cs~:v"'GS :2e.Ird. li-:.. r, ·to .. h.ui11an:tze"
o,~r·:~t:~_:ve~ e.rii tl) lot r;eo;plc f;cc :Cor -t./lert:~:;:~1~\'"CG tJ1'1C\.t \.le ·wo:::e 110 hor11s
of" t.:.:~:I.1sJ t::;L'll)eciaJ_l:y 1... ::cl ori,,:;;;.
So ~/:.:.:. be(::.~.,·:1e Go~i:.:1-.llJ' n:c~bj.le -..rtth a

~i~i:i.c

1

vi'.::"'·-l~·:e:;~~.r~c~.
~2'i1er·e \·rc'3:8 ---..rerJ fc1-: t!\"ln:I'e1..•:;n.Cl:D of r·cJ .. i;::::tou s cro:1.r,s; z:i.-;ol.~S
tnu:i:.·:lt\:--,(·:~1t, (j_r:;,nc2r1., f!Ol!i~Als of \td.. ~Ci')U5 [;~:.14cs r;..riti s:po~-·H1or3hI:ps, cl1u::,.ch
b~iz.cJ..:i. :r .?· ! t-=:tc., ;..1,, t 1·lL1ich 1-ll?. d.i<l not ~~1(3,:~(: ;,1. ci:.1.J.c1.Ll. a te(l ri.p,:)c~a:~"'Cl.a1cc. 1·Je
>::~ ;:r\~J- nt;r..;d. ·t,o be in eluded. :~-- o:rrr~:-1.J~l.~r i 11 ·tb 2 1n:\:,r.:,~. a~·n u. C !.lf; rtn.r1.~r :i11.:1 ct. ions
.:tJ 111.; t.;t·, 1..1..lCi ·o e t1..t r1.r1c1 1 1"aiJ. lr,,_:~ ..1e,L0.-t,., 1~·.:3.110 r:u::':} ,.-re ,.,J0\11.rl 1::e l1ea1. d as

1-:G'tJ.·•.. r;./::..11eJ.. r•-~:i..A.~t.5.cipn.nts ltt, lfi.."C,ll!:•C1•-'t;1l)].. c a.i..:;cu.::.:;;3:l.onG." I (\on't t,hink
t,:,;,.~ ,.,1):por,J t.iG11 c. ttrr:.1::1tcd. e.n:ytti:i[~ J~~.}:.t: cu.:::,. 1:!0Vt-2'~~..t1r;:1. :l'hc o.cJ..~:- 5..11st-0. !:ec
of Ol)~)OSit:JJ))l ,~1'1a.lJ~er:ce or. . :•1:!lC\ti,.r~.-:~l.y r:8~....~~~,;1 r-.l e;:::~C\L".:.(l t.l:n.t, I co :1 reco.:. l
~.-trj.:J a. t . .:. r(~f~1ont ,J...;J/i..CJ..J conf.J.,0 in ~{~_-1.}::~~:-;:~ o:i:.-- so;i:-:! £:-"1:...:..ci1
P:renk
T:):.:~ibD.:r~l., ::.~·~·,, r~.F'I.,ex.. , t,urr.,:,,(l t.t:;? Ci.;~ Ci., r,r~c:::]~ ;,;D.~·~i\.::r:;t o;.1 f,OiTflt,l1inr; like
10

1

u,Iiie i\i~ci 1\rlu:.:-r~ ;.1..n(l I.r~J."'..;01:-. 11 [H-~·t:i;-/(~c:1 ~,rcr):tr.> ·c;:'"IJ.]~r ;;:,nd 1.,1:i;: lrt10oli<!itcd
1
;J, iC: of }'r-r-1,n.% ~3h(;t,o..x-o ( lJ1--ci:C. ) -::,.-::.:;rr1..rn(.rt,.1 J i'\~,i,1C:J.:·c:.1 dj~(l:1' t. ~~C.V"t1 as cllo.r~ce.
wv::\::~1,.;.;~ wr:::"',~ r1:co1~::::c 11-rI~.owr~\.::1:rJ 1.r1 t:J.c 1·cn;,cctt~'L)J..c so.,,~i0.J...
c1...l~,) SfH:;nt, e.. J~ot~ tYf ,.!v·l:.~\::: r~c.:tt:tng bc:tte:t"' 1-:-rjc-:;:i :J:1. 0~111d.
t:'..<"! (/J 111·blir1,,,1 ·L,.;iJ;le r; in r . r:ct a.::.~ct:c(l c:rl·;:·1':::.-(,', ·,\.ti-i c;.r:.d j_r,., tl~.c~ l)1.:;£: 1· j o~.zrta i:~nd
>~~•O()~i- }:.:.)..lln tJn J.t;·w;__;j:' 1J;i..c~-:.so:{1 Stl.. ·:~c·t.
Irl r.1t;.c~1 ::J):1c~~:.; a..nJ nt:~?.:-:L y ~"cst:::,.t.-:.f\-1.:t>t::1,~ Gt:r:·(:;c!t (~o.~r~crr; f'.t1.d 1~~ridc.-~-~:1 .to~~c!J.. J.o:)l:_:i-";_t~~~., ·ve };.eJ_yt. in to1:c:l1
\,1:; r:n ~)r~ehc2.o:c I.s:;e~., d.iG. sr~~etl1.. f.;:,:.c.i~:.:.1 ~e1,...~. . ~~,.c;~·.:! t,:iS.J8 ;~u.....ro:i.·s 1\):t., ,.,...,t.c,n, c1r1d
1

1

iJ1::.!-r.~.~.:tt:-,..r1c-ou.u.1y· sollc:~te(l tht! t::..lJ.cc:to.nc0 oi' t:-.. e 'F:.t.l:tr:::!. noz who ~:~iJo:.:ndc·d.
:t n
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It r,,unt imve r-,:.l.id of:"'. Vlhe11 ~cl1.e !J~itio:c~c:..l TA1'bor Rcln.tio::"s Bourd, .~.111}.
... n ...ne
:3r:dn0 of 1938 (19391) cond.l~ctcd. th.:! el.;;ctio:.·1 to let the cr.;.~'l:1Cl"J l1.1oor
force llcc:tde wl1etJ1cx· the /~i''L O~\... CIO ·w::;u.ld. ussu::-~e barr;a:tr1:':.r~~ ;,c:wcr irl
Li:ie industry, the CIO won. I ;n:01: r~o lo:::0 er wc<:ther the vote w&.s close
CJl.. di::.;1).rirate. It ·was pl""obably ;i1-.ctty clo=:;c, ::~nd it wouJ . d be ir.t..0:_..cstirig
to lock o:t the fi;_;urcc; c..nd. wl1eitevi.:!r :;-t.ati::,ticc.:.l br0,-.1,.,uowt1 tho.t tr~.y be
in. the 1{I,lu3 01-- Lr_j,bor !)e:_)t. c~~cl1i\re:s. ),.;1y-\vc.:·,l, since the fU';'L
hnd its Ghare of :Filipino followe:..·s; a f.:.ii:.)st:::.ntia.l portio.::1 of the Isse:iT.;isei vote h'.:.d t,) fSO CIO for ti:,e lz::ttcr to win. We lmew we did vcll
c:.1 1;.'lilable

er,ough in tli'e°Sec.t,tle urea, c::.:poci;.;.11:r ar:.or.g the Un:i.ve::.·sity of Wash:t::,gton Gt,u.dents ,-riioi:i\.'! su:-:-1rr1c1.. .l\luska ear-r..i.it~r;s l1~l]?ed. rnc.ct r;ch.ocl e:,~;_;(:":;J.Ges,
nlthow;h we certu:tnJ..y d:Ld not o.ssurne :plcC:0 e card signatu.re!s would. cei·'tif~r the final vote. We were p::0'o:::.hly we•:.l:es"~ in tbe Po:;:-t:~::-.:r.a., Or.:!1:;0~1,

area vihich ho.d been comr,=,ro.ti w:ly ne::;lected. becr-:n:.se of geography and
finr,,nces.
In the earlier :phases of the ca.rn.:x:..icn in the fall ar.cl winter of 1937,
people I had known since .::.he firs,.-; g::c2~de wmlld cross the street or
st1di:ler.1ly becon~e h.J'l/11o·GizeC. by a. ~tCl"D 11iT..J.o·~.r ~.r21en ~h0y r,av; rLe on the
:.treet. Even after we ·00ee.n our own tr2;:1,:.-b,:::10.::.ns j_n earnest, it was
hr:.:..·d to k:c.c,w •,rhich wo.y the Ir;s('i.-Nice:i woi.:J.cl 50. F.:,r o:'le t~~ing, tl1ey
hc.d to consider a fear that they r;.ight be blackbnlle:d in the ir,duntry
if ·;:,hey r.mde a prer;i.'.-:-:.turc open co:r.:n.i ~~;;,-:;lit c.nd then cr:.c.ed t~p o:r: the
losing side. B;.it w~ 'oec.=,~nc less c.nd lc::.s the objects of dis.::.r,proval,
c;uspicion a11d l1ostility a.11d, t.1.G f3.r as I cc~11 r~ca.ptl1:.. e "'Chocc d.::1,~/s, there
,.,,,~
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co;;riiun:i.ty opin:i.0.-1 rr,c.}:e:cs who had no dtr:.:ct, cu:..~rcnt conncctio:~ with
r.aJ.r.10n :[>":,ckir,;3. At leant, there \.ff.::..~e no sigr.ificar.t :public attempts
tl1at I can recall.
1
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O:,e ver/ pleasant r~:;u.l t or 'by-:,roduct of our CIO noise1;:akin3 was the
,.;::~y <;_ui te a nunber of Nisei w}:o;r. we tnd not known to exiGt--a.nd who :iad
ncv0r been to /\J.usl:~--took s:::)e:d.n..l pains to look us up or 'T:.i·ce ·i;o let
UG,. :mow. of tiwir enthusiastic r:,11,rrow,l c.nd sup:,ort.
They included a
cOLlflc of yo11n.s ti;;,,ni::;ters, out•-o:f-Gt,::-~t2r,::, like the late Larry Tajiri,
a Kibei bank cler};: who was ove:i:-generous with tr.te contents of his
:i.ic,;,uor co.b:Lnet ancl S'I..J.nd.rJ othcrs 1 i::,cludinr; a few girls. So;;,e of these
;,eorlle nre in touch, if or.ly with Chdstmas card.s., to this dey.
The tm:tonizine and :Ju"ocec..ue~1t j"u.risdictionnl sq,:..:,1.b·o1c over roughly a
t}.oo.sn.nd I;,,;sei-NiGei Cc\n.'1e1--y hanc:J.;:; ·was ~orne sort o: r:-,ajor dcvelop.r,ent.
Cme of the first evidences of i tr; :Lm1x=.1,ct tu::.--n::;d. up in the form of a
dclC!(f:.:tion, mo.le nnd fermle, from the Star J2trndry in Seattle who met
with us in our heo.dq_wJ.rtcrs u. couple of t:i..r:;cs to ask for help in eettinc;
thci;;Gel ve::. o:::'ca.n:i.zcd :l.nto a nn:i.on. ( If only Por:..w OkD.da knc,, 1 un,1 w1ybc
he d:i.d. J. never mentioned ::Lt to him. ) In ·i::,he e~1a.., all vc could off er
wc.s n,h·.tcc. W;~ cot~ldn I t o.fi'o:rd to di1.;t:;;·::i.ct ourccl vcs from our own
d.d.ve or to :l.nct;,r the wrath of loc,:.l cor:ununi t:,r buc;iness opera.tors,
e.;1d th0re wr,.s our re,luctance to hc.v.:: nr.ythinG to do with the: Tec.mster' s
Ur;l.on ;1h:!.ch ccmtrolleci l::1und:cy labor in r;:cst districts. We wc::fe c.J.so
2.Jl;~·u:.i.ch,--:;d "try come of workers at ti:ie I-i:dn Fish Cor,1:i::x:my, but we couldn't
do e.n:/ r.10:cc lor them than we cou..1 ..:i fo:c the Stlir I,nundry er.-..:pJ.oyees.

r:~L01·e 11:·,s
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r_;:,oup otter th::--.n o~r own, the ::;~;,wr;i:.ill :;,nd loc;,;5.nG C..1.ffi:;_>
I~-: ...~e:i.-I\I:t~-;ci~, 1/i.10 d.i<l 1~ .'!·:::, ott:... ·i.r01..:~1ni.; ,-:..t.tcnt:to~-i. Tl1e CIO v:006:-:.,,~o~}\.ers
.s,~h:cd Ufi to lE:3.i(e 01~c?-.Yi:.t;:~j_n[; tou.1~G a.~OlL1J t21G lczGinn; £trQ&S, llhich
t)DC!

1

t:~cy f.tr.:~ti{~ed.

()!1

one oi.. ·thoze t:~ips, I r1e.Jl.t ~in Iccci old-•tiL·:c1- who

Ilfd r1c1nber, Jr1 hor1.eGt-to-I\;,..1.1l 3~l'1yan 7{to·nbJ..y, a1"0:2r:d \1o:"ld
\·l:J.r One.. J\nd. Or.ie tour 1)C(!Ltr,~e ou1-- laJt 1)cc11uGc ,,;e fo11nJl r.n a~j;::rc3::;ive,
p.:-i.:;:;:,-tim2 01· Jor.:;,:;r cr,.v:n:~11 ,.:o;::-~c1· and crnpha.tics::.lly, cv,~n t1-l1culently
:;):c'o-CIO J"L~ ~;c-i i11 Er1u.rnclu:w. 1l:01n I<c.rtJ.to.r..i 1-1t:-n t:C.te r::;imc, and the fact
tl1u.t h•J ,,,-,:.a truly bi-1ingt~o.l made hlrr. wo:.:th four of us to the Wood-_
h~-~~I ·6e:c-:n

::1.11

How the Star Lo.u.rnlry crr.ploycr'G or the f cllows down at ?•:0..in :?:I.sh rr.o.d.e
out on thc::i.r own :r. don't. lrno\l. But oy 19110, and ccr-tr,irJ.y by the tj_mc
t1nt :xid day co.me around ir.. Dc~c:cmbc::,· 1911-.l, "0he union idic!a wa.s no
lo,1cer nc,v~J. or csr,ce:ta1.ly p::ovo,!:.:;tivc of tc:ncion and cont:rovcrsy in
·0l1e Sc.:J.ttlc ..Jap:.1rl8fi(.~ ~o;n1~:1...n:1.tty. t . n ilJ.us·tra.tion lT:JG ho,,v every si:--1.3:le
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,:/),niZ':..::(l so q_uietl:t ft.nd with ao lit~~le t\iGs -cha. t I'n1 not si1rc the dc"l1c.J.. op111e:r/c .,.,1c.s e..,,v,;1' l,,(!r10::.:\,.J~d i11 tl:e vc~ri.c.culo..r :p1""ess.
r;,·~1c:ce ien I t i.rc.ch I cc.n toss :i.r. re:~sono.J.ly by way of Californj_a exp.::..·j_c;,c0,. I do rer:1cmber a trip to Los Ar.[:eles in 1939 when I wc.s 5.nt:::-o,1.
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otV:rs, we1·c a.ttemptin0 to [}.:-C, th:~ un:.on i)all rollin~ in ei•.:,Ler the
-,.,t,ole:.:,;.lc or r.·eta:i.l :fruit ar;cl veset:.b.J.o rr.c.::::Lc-ts, I c:on' t k,1ow wh:tch.
'll1c~r wnri.ted a l1and ir1 PX"C}.:('1.2--in.;~ a lco.fJ~ct,, so I s~.gc~steci (~~ins d.C•Y-'J.'1
Lhe ~·;tr:.:;c t to ➔~i:.c~ R~it·11 3£1~L·Ji:,~.) ,:,:;~-,r~ tt.c ::,·~1--2et. o
I su. id ,.;e ccu1.cl ask
r;o2r<t::on0. ti.1(:. re ·to let tln \1se 8, t~yi)e'\-111-5:tcr on tl-ie ~p1"en1iscr..;.
It ,-1ar;
::ntercEtinF~ t . })nt the t;ttys ·wit.h r:~c besipl";c. ted. out of self-consc::.o·l1sness
or rcr~r. 7•!<~/0e To:ro 'I'ar1.q,}:.~:t u~;(~li to ud:L torialize ftf;ainst unions in
1.:,l1or.;e C.r1.y8a
.l\.nJ'r'lr1y, I tu...:·;:~.::.:::l ot~t t}:c Ci.Jf,j' for their lcai'let--0!1 a
R:J:::'1~ l:Jh:tir,;,o ty.c,~,-.-:ci te:..--. I~vcnt;_~nlly, the Kisei f::cui t and vccet.::i.ble
wo1"'l◄;f!X·~-; ir.t. Ii,it. ,rc1. . e pl:--et·~y t;1c l~ottGhly orcul1:-l.zed., bu:t I'r.1 11ot stt:ce
~1hl:·~.he1-- it, \·."D.}J accor;ipl i.&hcd t,e:~---o~."'e or ~~i.:~t~r the Ev.:.11~\lO.tion. And I
i1:.~ve no idea. how ,i;uch or a. h<,.-::.tJ.e it wc.s to l)u.ll that off.
1

An ~,ccountant i'r5.end: Georcc 0-:)ata, wi:~:; elected. :president of one of
tbe Gov-::::toi,1en-t ll01:it=:ra 1 locoJ.s in Waohii:iston (DC, tho.t is) a few
,yt::-,:t·s ngo) ,sr.d there moy be ptlx,r Nisei around who a.re c11r:i:ently
;,.,:::ti-.;,~ in J.&bo: circles. :r 1-._.:.,.vc1~' t had. o.r,y work:i.ng t:i.ca with the
i.11·1:J.or~ ;:-~uvenient r:;:!.rlcc quitti~1c; r:'l~/ la.st CIO Job in lie\•; Yo1. .l;. co:.1c 23
_y, .a:~·r,, n;:_;o o.nd., with the convc:!·::;i.on ot' t.h•J l-u7L-CIO into a ho--hvm r,1.rt
o:t th·~ }2;Gtl~t): 5. sr.n,·K;n:t ( excc1Jt i"'or the SG[:;r.:~')nt :CCJ)rcscnt(~d. 1)~. . the Ui\}l
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nr.1 l)e 1;],1_; :ce: 1 ::J G():n(!i..hii~J 1.1 J.:t t·tJ.e u,;(;;i,;_1lc in whu:t I' V-1 d:,·ed.;;cd ou"t oi'
:-;,y 1:11.i:cl-;.? 1·,(;~rr.o:..·;;·. A Ghan:c IJ:.~--:.·,:y i;:;n 1-t~ n;i.:,.1und to lend that sto::,·ehouae
~~1ir1.:1 o:~ bis.
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FARMER S CASE STUDY
1

I was twenty-four years old, Mr. F., one of my countrymeri,
came back from America and tole of its &dvantaaes. o~omisinq

work to anyone who would r2turn with hin1, and ilso jree lesiions in
English. I was much interested end finally decided to go with him.
The first English I learned from Mr. F. wa.s 'water'. 11 his /0rd
is of first impodance, he said, 'hccausc: ;,,,hen yo'J -..'ork on farms
you soon get thirsty and cannot get a10ng wit~out water. In th~t
cci.se you must cry 11 We.ter 1' . So learn tll"is wor-.J and save your
life' The ct-her two terms h£.: taught me viere 'Go hor.1e and
All right'. 'These vmrds arz also very imoor·~ar:t, said \lr.
F. 'If the boss says "/\11 ri9ht v1hen you are working, he is
satisfied and you may continue, but if he s2ys "Go hon:2 it means
you are no longer wanted. Then you must give up your work and go
'back to camp irnmediately. 1 He taught me other words \• 1hich I
forgot, for En•Jlish is a very diffic:.dt language. I wonder v1hy
Americans do not speak the easier Japanese.
11
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1
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"The next year, l B98, I came to America \\ it'h M:,·. F. and was
taken immediatsly to 11i~. camp ir; the \:Jhite f~iver valley at
O'Brien, where there was six other Jaoanese. We were mer2 casual
laborers wa'iting for calls to work on nearby farms. Seidom 111ere
all six of us wanted, os we worked in turn that our monthly pay might
be nearly even. Our work was clearing land to open new far~s or
raising potatc~s on these newly-cleared farms.
0n the first day of my work I made up my mind not to hear the
phrase 'Go home because it v1oul d :.hame me and my fam·il y to be
discharged for ineffeciency. When I reached the farm where I
\'las to hoe potatoes, I set to work with all my strength and
was greatly relieved to hear the big American boss say 'All right'
when he came along. Being encouraged, I worked still harder and
soon became hot and unbearable thirsty. At this moment I remembered
the English word I learned first, so I cried 'Water! Water!
Water!, bu- nothing happened. By this time I was almost fainting
from lack of water so I threw down my hoe and ran tori nearby
ditch. I found only stagnant w,.ter with many worms in it, and
at first refrained from it, but soon thirst overcame all
scruoles. I put my handkerchief on the surface of the water and
drank thru it, nev.er has vrater tasted to sv,eet. At this moment
the boss, a1armed by rry cries of a few moments ago, h~irri ed to
me, and understanding the situation, laughed a~d was greatly
amused. He brouaht me fresh water which did not taste half so
sweet as the dit~h water, but which refreshe~ me so that I finished
my task hy eleven o'clock. 1./he,i tf-,e boss came again he said, 'Lio
home.' I was discouraged; 1 could not understand; I had done my
best and he was dissatisfied. Expecting the derisfon of my fello\,:s,
I walked drearily borne, only to be cheered by Mr. F's words, 'T.,
you \'/orkt:d too hard and finisl1ed a day's work in three hours .. The
boss is well satisfied and said to give ynu some rest Jnd a full
day' s pa.y. '
11
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Uoon beino asked whether there was ever trouble with white
laborers, T rep112d:
\·Je had a very hard time \'Jith poor whites. In the second 1B99
summ:::r I spent in /\meric:a an Am8rican farmer proi:1os2d th;:i.t vie
~✓ Ced his carrot garden by contrixt at a v2ry low price.
\•/2 refused
to work except by the day, so he fired white children in Kent who
worked well while the boss was watching, but as soon as he was
away, played in the farm, pulled up many carrots and left weeds in
their places. Or his return, the boss dischat·qed the -:hildren and
hired Japanese, thus disnieasing the people of Kent who said, 'Japs
take jobs away from Americans, so let's kick them out.' After
that trouble it was dangerous for us to go into Kent because we
were targets for jeers, sticks and stones whenever we ap;>eared
11

on thf'.~ streets.

At that time we were about fifty Ja~Janese form hands around
Kent, all except one of us were single men. (1899) We were divided
into three camps under American bosses, and our wages were $1 .00
per day in summer, and 60¢ to 80¢ in wintr:<r. We saved as much as
possible and sent the greater part of our earninqs to Japan
in a lump sum each month. 1 A1 got ail our savings the first month
and sent it to him home; 1 B' did the samP next month; and so it
was repeated untfl each member of the group had sent an equal
amJunt. In those days th~re was only one Japanese store in
Seattle, but we did not use Japanest~ goods; for two reasons; first,
because the prices were very high, and secondly because they were
hard to get. There was only one train each dav betv1een Sr:,1ct.le and
Kent and if one went in he had to bear the double loss of two days'
wages and his train fare.
11

"After two years (1900) I tired of this camp life and rented a
farm of b;enty acres to raise potatoes. The crop was good but
just before harvest a flood \'!ashed av-1ay eight acres of my crop.
My loss vtas heavy, but with the remaining money I went to Ja;:an;
now it was all invested in farm imporvements.
"Later my son came from \Japan and I taught him to run the
dairy. He learned the work quickly and is now in full charge
of H. I am getting o1d and do not 1i ke hard w,Jrk, so I have started
a small farm of a few acres and can 'take it easy' as I please.
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SEATTLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE STATEMEi'lT

It is the opinion of the Seattle Chamber of Cornff1erc2 that a
majority of the people of the Pacific Coast are not in ravor
of any irr~igration law that will treat the people of Japan differently
from the v:ay in which we treat the people of any European country.
We recognize that the United States and the Empire of Japan are
bound together by the ties of trade, commerce and old friendships
which in the past have proved of great advantage to both countries,
and it preserved, contain a sure pledge of still greater benefits
for the future. We believe that &ny immigration treaty which
would discriminate against Japan by denying to the people of that
country ordinary rights or privileges granted to the people of
other civilized nations, would be uncalled for and would be
detrimental to the trade and commerce of the Pacific Coast, and,
by checking the grov1th, devel opmcnt, and prosperity of this
section, would tend directly to narrow the field of employment
for our own labor. It would injure the Pacific Coast farmers
by barring the way to a large and profitable market for flour
and other foodstuffs. It would strike directly at those manufacturing industries throughout the country which are now
supplying steel rails, machinery, food, and other appliances
for the deve 1 opm,.:nt of Japan, Korea, and Manchuria. It would
practically close Japan, Korea, and Manchuria to American
capital and to the use of American skilled labor that would
otherwise be largely employed in the development of the resources
of those countries.

Moreover, as the enforcement of the terms of any new immigration
treaty putting Japan on a different footing from that of other
nations or any lr.M or regu1ation made pursuant to such a treaty,
would necessarily be in the hands of bureau officials, its administration would in our opinion by almost certain SO\-\' the seed of
disagreements, dissension, and strife between the two countries.
Therefore, be it r2solved that in the opinion of this Cha~ber
that it would be anainst th~ best interests of tne Pacific Coast
~nd of the whole c;untry to conclude any treaty or enact any
lait., the effect of Hhkh wo1Jld be to tre0t the people of Japan in
a manner different from the teatrnent accorded to the people of
other civilized powers.
Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions be transmitted to
the President and Secretary of State.

APPtiWIY. L1
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